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Abstract
The Antarctic ice sheets are sensitive to changes in ocean temperature and are
predicted to retreat in the coming centuries. Geological reconstructions of ancient ice margin retreat can offer insights into the potential future rates of change.
However, a lack of well-dated sedimentary records near the ice margin in the
Ross Sea has restricted the reconstruction of ice sheet retreat since the Last
Glacial Maximum and the subsequent oceanographic changes.

Paleomagnetic studies are capable of providing the precise age control required
for paleoclimate reconstruction from marine sedimentary successions and also
enable correlation between geographically distant records, enabling comparisons to be made on both regional and global scales. The study of magnetic
grains within sediment (environmental magnetism) can provide additional insights into changing oceanographic conditions and can be used to reconstruct
changing terrestrial erosion rates and sediment delivery patterns.

This thesis discusses the paleomagnetic study of four sedimentary cores: RS15LC100; RS15-GC101; RS15-GC102; and RS15-GC107. The cores were recovered from the Drygalski and Glomar Challenger basins on the Ross Sea continental shelf, and further offshore on the abyssal plain by the Korean Polar
Research Institutes’ vessel the R/V Araon, in 2015. They are located in regions
with greatly varying depositional and oceanographic environments, and range in
age from Holocene to mid-late Pleistocene. Paleomagnetic and environmental
magnetic studies are sparse in this region, with a lack of well constrained age
models.

U-channel subsamples were measured at the Otago Paleomagnetic Research Facility (OPRF) in a 2G Enterprises superconducting magnetometer. Each sample
underwent alternating field (AF) demagnetisation, and the data analysed on orthogonal component vector plots. Puffin Plot software was used to determine the
Characteristic Remanent Magnetisation (ChRM) of the sediment and to produce
a magnetostratigraphy. In addition, magnetic mineral studies (hysteresis, IRM,
FORC and TDMS) were carried out in order to create a record of the environmental magnetism.
iii

Paleomagnetic age models based on secular variation or relative paleointensity
were not able to be constructed for RS15-LC100, RS15-GC101, and RS15GC102, due to the lack of a coherent ChRM. The ChRM records for RS15LC100 in particular were entirely unable to have a magnetostratigraphy produced due to significant variations in magnetisation direction down the entire
core. These cores are likely be Holocene in age and will rely on radiocarbon
dating to produce an age model. Rock magnetic data indicates that magnetite is
the dominant remanence carrying mineral, with potential indicators of the diagenetic magnetic mineral greigite present in some cores which may contribute
to the poor data quality.

A paleomagnetic age model was successfully constructed for RS15-GC107.
Downcore variation in ChRM inclination aligned with the calculated Geocentric
Axial Dipole inclination and the magnetostratigraphy that was correlated with
the geomagnetic polarity timescale. Because biostratigraphic constraints were
unavailable two age models were produced. Both models contain the BrunhesMatuyama reversal boundary, with the preferred model, which results in the least
varying sedimentation rate placing the boundary (C1n - C1r.1r, 0.774 Ma) at approximately 530 cm down core. This model also places the upper boundary of
the Jaramillo chron (C1r.1r - C1r.1n, 0.990 Ma) at approximately 725 cm, and
the lower boundary of the Jaramillo chron (C1r.1n - C1r.2r, 1.071 Ma) at approximately 775 cm. Calculated sedimentation rates varied between 0.68 cm/kyr and
0.72 cm/kyr. Small quantities of IRD are present throughout the core, as evidenced by discrete intervals with poor quality of demagnetisation data. TDMS
and FORC analyses did not indicate the presence of greigite or other minerals
that may carry a CRM.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background
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1.1

Paleoclimate Reconstruction

Paleoclimate reconstructions from sedimentary archives have been recognised as valuable
tools for understanding how Earth’s climate has operated in the past. With greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere higher than what has been measured from Antarctic ice
cores (Mann, 2014; Petit et al., 1999; IPCC, 2013), sedimentary paleoclimate reconstructions are one of the few methods we have of assessing Earth’s sensitivity to changing CO2
levels and how the climate may operate in the future (Rohling et al., 2017).

Sedimentary successions recovered from the Southern Ocean and at the Antarctic margin
have revealed that the ice sheets are very sensitive to changes in greenhouse gas concentration (e.g. Foster and Rohling 2013; Levy et al. 2016; Naish et al. 2009; Nicholls et al. 2009;
Patterson et al. 2014; Wilson et al. 2018). Larger ice sheets such as the West Antarctic Ice
Sheet (WAIS) and East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) are less heavily affected by atmospheric
temperature changes and are more sensitive to increases in ocean temperature at their margins, which can lead to increased basal melting (e.g. Doake 2001; Holland et al. 2008, 2010;
Rignot et al. 2013).

The WAIS has long been considered to be sensitive to changes in ocean temperature and
at risk of runaway retreat, due to the majority of the WAIS being grounded hundreds of meters below sea-level (Anderson et al., 1984; Alley et al., 2016; DeConto and Pollard, 2016;
Fretwell et al., 2013; Hughes, 1973; Mercer, 1978). Ice sheet reconstructions from sedimentary successions (e.g. Naish et al. 2009), numerical simulations (e.g. Dinniman et al. 2011;
Holland et al. 2008, 2010; Pollard and DeConto 2009; Stewart and Thompson 2015), and
observations (e.g. Cook et al. 2016; Jacobs et al. 1979; Rignot et al. 2013; Scambos et al.
2000) have confirmed the WAIS’s sensitivity to warming and that it has started responding
to changing ocean conditions.

More recent research has revealed that some sectors of the EAIS may have been equally
unstable in the past (e.g. Patterson et al. (2014); Wilson et al. (2018)) and numerical simulations suggest that the Wilkes subglacial basin may also retreat as the climate warms and
average sea surface temperatures increase (e.g. Golledge et al. (2015)). In addition to potential EAIS instability, the Thwaites Glacier Basin in the WAIS may already be in the process
2

of collapsing (Joughin et al., 2014). Some smaller ice shelves such as the Larsen B have
already collapsed (Hulbe et al., 2008; Scambos et al., 2000). However, direct oceanographic
observations of the region began only relatively recently (e.g. Orsi et al. 1999; Jacobs et al.
1970, 1979; Rignot et al. 2013), increasing the difficulty of predicting the future behaviour
of the WAIS based on observed conditions.

1.1.1

The need for precise chronologies in sedimentary successions

The Ross Sea continental shelf, slope, and abyssal plain regions have been the target of relatively few paleomagnetic studies. As a result, there is a lack of well constrained dating of
sedimentary successions, and few records of changes in deep water production over time in
the Ross Sea.

The production or availability of accurate chronologies in sedimentary successions is an
extremely important part of any paleoclimate or palaeoceanographic study (Ohneiser et al.,
2019). Paleomagnetic studies have been relied on for decades to provide precise age control of marine sedimentary successions (Goodell et al., 1968; Kennett et al., 1971; Opdyke
et al., 1966; Opdyke and Channell, 1996). They are capable of identifying exactly when a
climate or oceanographic event occurred. In addition, they can provide unequivocal correlations between samples that may be separated by significant distances (Opdyke et al., 1966;
Opdyke and Channell, 1996; Butler, 1992). This enables the direct assessment of the timing
of climate or oceanographic events between geographically distant regions. Diatom biostratigraphies are also able to provide reliable chronologies (e.g. Cody et al. 2008), however,
they are unable to be used for regional or global correlations because of paleoecological
preferences. They are still an important tool in paleomagnetic studies because they provide
preliminary age control which allows correlation of magnetic stratigraphies with the magnetic polarity timescale.

Precise age control of marine sedimentary successions also enable the estimation of rates
of oceanographic or climate change over time. For example, dating of ice sheet retreat facies
present in different cores along a ice margin to open ocean transect can be used to estimate
the rate of retreat if accurate age models are available (e.g. Anderson et al. 2002; McKay
3

Figure 1.1: Locality Map of the four RS15 cores within the Ross Sea, Antarctica. Composite map
created using GeoMapApp, with imagery from Stöckli et al. (2005) and Davey (2004)
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et al. 2008). Determinations of past rates of change can also be used to understand the potential response of ice sheets to current and future conditions, using the behaviour observed
during comparable paleoclimates as a model. Chronologies also enable the determination of
the frequency or recurrence of climate events. An example of the usefulness of well-dated
climate records in this is the linking of the 40 kyr glacial cycle of the Pliocene to changes in
Earth’s obliquity in the AND-1B core (Naish et al., 2009).

Magnetostratigraphies can be constructed using geomagnetic polarity reversals, secular
variation, or relative paleointensity (RPI) from u-channel sections of each core or discrete
samples. Geomagnetic polarity reversals can provide valuable age control when correlated
with a record of known geomagnetic polarity changes. In intervals that do not contain records
of geomagnetic polarity changes, comparison of secular variation and RPI with published
records (e.g. Channell et al. 2009; Yamazaki and Oda 2005; Valet et al. 2005; Ziegler et al.
2011, etc.) can be used for dating. Without supporting chronostratigraphic data such as
diatom biostratigraphies and or radiocarbon dating, multiple correlations may be possible
between a magnetostratigraphy and the Geomagnetic Polarity Timescale (GPTS). This can
result in an incorrect age model for the sediment sequence in question if an incorrect correlation is chosen.

1.1.2

Existing Records

Previous drilling around the Ross embayment and at the Pacific margin has resulted in the
production of a number of paleomagnetic chronologies. Two cores, the ELT 27/21 core recovered by the R/V Eltanin in 1968 (Jovane et al., 2008), and the RS15-LC108 core collected
by the R/V Araon in 2015 (Ohneiser et al., 2019), were recovered from the abyssal plane in
the same region as RS15-GC107 (Fig. 1.1) and both produced an age model derived from
paleomagnetic studies of the respective cores.

Closer to the modern front of the Ross Ice Shelf, DSDP and IODP have carried out
drilling projects close to the Transantarctic Mountains since the 1970’s (e.g. Hayes et al.
1975; McKay et al. 2017b,a). In a number of these, paleomagnetic studies have also been
carried out to provide age control and for environmental magnetic reconstructions. In addi5

tion, several drilling programs, such as CRP, CIROS and ANDRILL, have drilled through
sea ice or the shelf itself to recover sediment cores from beneath the ice (Barrett et al., 1992;
Naish et al., 2001, 2009).

Verosub et al. (2000), for example, produced a magnetic mineralogy study of the CRP2/2A core from the Victoria Land Basin using Temperature Dependant Magnetic Susceptibility (TDMS) and Isothermal Remanent Magnetisation (IRM) analysis techniques that were
used as part of this thesis, proving their viability in determining the magnetic mineralogy of
Antarctic marine sediments. An accompanying paper was also published by Wilson et al.
(2000), that covered the magnetostratigraphy and produced an age model. One of the issues
faced during these studies is the potential presence of unconformities caused by erosion of
sediments that may conceal an unknown timespan within the core.

In addition, several Relative Paleomagnetic Intensity Papers have been published in the
last decade (Sagnotti et al., 2001; Macrì et al., 2006) from soft sediment cores. Macrì et al.
(2006) undertook a paleomagnetic study of four cores at the western Continental Rise of the
Antarctic Peninsula, and were able to produce a chronology. These cores proved difficult to
date, so RPI records were used to date the cores. This was done by correlating the reconstructed RPI with the global RPI stack SINT-800, which covers geomagnetic field intensity
changes over the last 800,000 years. However, RPI has its limitations when compared to
magnetostratigraphies. RPI records are not particularly accurate over short timescales (hundreds to thousands of years), but over much longer timescales correlations can be made
between records that are separated by thousands of kilometres (Tauxe, 1993). Where RPI
records are superior to magnetostratigraphies, however, is dating intervals between reversals.

1.1.3

Oceanography, Glaciation, and Sedimentation of the Ross Sea
Region

Oceanography
The Ross Sea is located in the Pacific Ocean portion of the Southern Ocean, in Western
Antarctica, and constitutes 18% of Antarctica’s total shelf area (Smith et al., 2012). The
seafloor topography of the Ross Sea has been heavily modified by the growth and retreat
6

Figure 1.2: Schematic cross-section of the Ross Ice Shelf, showing basal melting and retreat direction.

of the Ross Ice Shelf/Sheet, resulting in a series of north-south aligned troughs and basins
with shallower areas lying between them (Smith et al., 2012). The Ross Ice Shelf itself is
an outflow of the WAIS, and the sediment created by glacial erosion as the ice moves out
towards the sea shapes the depositional environment present within the Ross Sea. This variable sea floor topography, as well as the extensive glaciation, resulted in the presence of a
number of different water masses in the region, each with their own unique characteristics
and corresponding impact on the environment.

The Ross Sea and associated water masses play a significant role in both regional and
global climate (Smith et al., 2007). The Ross Sea serves as an important area for deepwater formation, such as the various Antarctic Bottom Waters (Jacobs et al., 1970; Orsi and
Wiederwohl, 2009). Modified Circumpolar Deep Water (MCDW), created by mixing of
warmer Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) with colder, lower salinity Antarctic Surface Water (AASW) on the continental shelf (Orsi and Wiederwohl, 2009; Dinniman et al., 2011),
also has an affect on the region. This warmer MCDW flows up against the grounding line of
the ice shelf, and is thought to be one of the major driving forces behind basal melting in the
Ross Sea region (Fig.1.2, Orsi and Wiederwohl 2009; Jacobs et al. 1979; Smethie and Jacobs
2005; Cook et al. 2016). The production of sea ice in the various polynyas also influences
current behaviour in the region, with the conversion of warm MCDW into dense, salty SW
flowing out from the ice shelf along the many basins and troughs lining the sea floor of the
continental shelf (Fig.1.3).
7

Quaternary Glaciation History of the Ross Sea
The Antarctic landmass is covered by two dominant ice sheets the EAIS and the WAIS. Between them, these ice sheets contain approximately 27 million km3 of ice, and span 98% of
the Antarctic land mass with the EAIS composing 2/3rds of the total (Fretwell et al., 2013).
The smaller WAIS is the source of the Ross Ice Shelf, which covers an extensive area of the
Ross Sea with ˜500,000 km2 of ice that extends 960 km from the grounding line and is the
largest ice shelf in the world (Anderson et al., 1984; Rignot et al., 2013).

During the early Pliocene period (˜3-5 mya), the Ross Ice Shelf, and therefore the WAIS,
underwent a number of collapses on a 40-kyr cycle (Naish et al., 2009; Pollard and DeConto, 2009). The collapses were driven by sea surface temperature warming in response to
elevated atmospheric CO2 concentrations and obliquity forcing. The Mid-Pleistocene Transition (MPT), spanning from 1.25 Ma to 0.7 Ma, represents the shift from the obliquity-paced,
41 kyr cycles that characterised glacial cycles in the early Pliocene to eccentricity-paced,
100 kyr cycles that have continued until the present day (Imbrie et al., 1992; Clark et al.,
2006; Mudelsee and Schulz, 1997). The short 41 kyr glacial cycle is characterised by thin,
low amplitude ice sheets, while the 100 kyr glacial cycle is characterised by much thicker
ice sheets, with each cycle ending with a fast transition from glacial to interglacial.

The Eemian interglacial, which occurred from 130 kyr to 115 kyr, is the final interglacial
before the Last Glacial Period (Dahl-Jensen et al., 2013). Interglacials are characterised by
a warm climate, and high sea levels (Past Interglacials Working Group of PAGES, 2015).
During this period sea surface temperatures and overall climate were analogous to modern
climates (Dowsett et al., 1996). Glacial maxima are the opposite to an interglacial period
with expansion of current ice sheets and the growth of large northern hemisphere ice such as
the Laurentide Ice Sheet over Northern Europe. During the Last Glacial Period the Ross Ice
Sheet grounding line extended nearly to the edge of the continental shelf (Anderson et al.,
1992, 2002; McKay et al., 2008; Wright et al., 2008). The timespan within the Last Glacial
Period with the greatest glaciation, known as the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), occurred
from approximately 26.5 to 19 kyr, before the current interglacial period began approximately 22 kyr ago that continues to the present day (Clark et al., 2009).
8

Figure 1.3: Overview of water masses within the Ross Sea. Grey dots represent the location of each
sample site. Arrow width indicates the relative strength of each flow, and colour represents individual
water masses. Antarctic Surface Water (AASW): light blue. Shelf Water (SW): purple. Modified
Circumpolar Deep Water (MCDW): orange. Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW): red. New Antarctic
Deep Water: green. New Antarctic Bottom Water: dark blue. Figure modified from Smith et al.
(2012).
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Determination of ice sheet stability from sedimentary sequences can be done by identifying Glacial Surfaces of Erosion (GSEs) that result from the direct removal of sediment
by advancing ice sheets (e.g. Naish et al. 2009; McKay et al. 2009), and from IRD reconstructions which can be used to determine the relative abundance of icebergs leaving the
continent. Therefore, they can then be used to identify periods of ice stream and ice shelf
retreat. IRD records act as a proxy for deglaciation (Cowan et al., 2008). As glacier flow rate
increases during a deglacial period, so too does the rate of iceberg production and therefore
the quantity of IRD being transported. This is due to the fact that the rate of glacier flow
towards the sea, and the corresponding rate of iceberg production, rapidly changes with variations in ice sheet thickness, volume, and grounding line position (Cook et al., 2014; Dupont
and Alley, 2005).

Sedimentation
Sediment coring projects within the Ross Sea region, such as several ANDRILL and IODP
expeditions, provide insight into the composition and origins of Ross Sea sediments (Brachfeld et al., 2013; Hayes et al., 1975; Naish et al., 2009; McKay et al., 2017b). These sediments occur in thickness’s of up to 4 km in certain regions and, unlike most depositional
environments, the vast majority of the terrigenous sediment is transported by ice as opposed
to water (Davey et al., 1982; Anderson et al., 1984). The depth of the continental shelf
(commonly 500 m or greater) also reduces the amount of reworking of deposited sediment
that occurs due to wave action (Anderson et al., 1984). Sedimentation rates decrease significantly beyond the continental shelf, commonly as low as 0.4 cm/kyr or less on the abyssal
plain (Diekmann and Kuhn, 1999), compared to higher on-shelf sedimentation rates of between approximately 7 to 12 cm/kyr. However, sedimentation rates do vary significantly,
being at their lowest during glacial maximums (Labracherie et al., 1989).

The DSDP drilled a number of sites within the central Ross Sea region. The most applicable of these are sites 270, 271, and 272 which are located in the same general area of the
Glomar Challenger Basin as the RS15-GC101 and RS15-GC102 cores (Hayes et al., 1975).
The current sediments accumulating in the Glomar Challenger Basin (site 34C, Frignani et al.
(2003)) are dominated by lithic sediment with a much smaller quantity of biogenic sediment.
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IODP expeditions have also recently drilled a number of sites in the Ross Sea (McKay et al.,
2017a)), such as site U1522 located close to DSDP site 271.

The Victoria Land Basin system is found in the western Ross Sea, within which the Drygalski basin, the sample site for RS15-LC100, is located. Several drilling projects have been
carried out within the basin. As a result, a number of cores have been recovered that provide a picture of the sedimentary facies that can be expected within the region (Anderson,
1999; Brambatti et al., 1994; Domack et al., 1999; Shipp et al., 1999). The Drygalski basin
contains a deglacial sequence of facies, from basal till to subglacial meltwater sediment, to
compound glacial marine sediment, to the overlying siliceous mud that is currently being
deposited (Brambatti et al., 1994). The area has also been heavily modified by glacial erosion; deep, steep sided troughs extend along the basin as a result (Anderson et al., 1984). As
with the Glomar Challenger Basin, current sediments accumulating at the site in the Drygalski Basin (site 148Bc, Frignani et al. 2003), are dominated by lithic sediment with a much
smaller quantity of biogenic sediment delivered.

IRD
The process of ice calving off of the Ross Ice Shelf produces icebergs that may carry with
them significant amounts of Ice Rafted Debris (IRD) (Bennett et al., 1996). IRD consists of
small rocks, pebbles, and other grains that have become entrained in the ice as it flows out to
the ice shelf, including other sediments on the surface of the ice such as aeolian sediments
(Gilbert, 2008; Kuijpers et al., 2013). As the iceberg melts, these small fragments come
loose and are deposited on the sea floor (Fig. 1.4).

Drop stones are substantially larger than the micron-scale magnetic grains that comprise
the Detrital Remanent Magnetisation (DRM) of a sediment. Due to their larger size they will
not be aligned with Earth’s magnetic field as they’re deposited, but will be oriented randomly
within the sediment. This can result in the ‘overprinting’ of the detrital magnetisation of the
sediment, as shown in Fig. 1.5.
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Figure 1.4: The process by which IRD are transported and deposited

1.2
1.2.1

Paleomagnetism and Environmental Magnetism
Magnetostratigraphies

One of the aims of this project was to produce a magnetostratigraphy for each of the four
cores (Fig. 1.1). A magnetostratigraphy is produced by measuring oriented samples and
determining the Characteristic Remanent Magnetisation (ChRM), which is representative of
the Earth’s magnetic field at the time of deposition (Butler, 1992). As the polarity can only
be normal or reversed and the expected inclination and declination of the Earth’s magnetic
field at the sample latitude can be calculated, the ChRM can be used to produce a magnetostratigraphy of the normal or reverse polarities within the core, known as magnetozones.
Magnetozones can then be correlated with the GPTS (Fig. 1.6) to provide a chronology for
the core. For sediments which were deposited in the last c. 800,000 years (after the last geomagnetic reversal), RPI records (e.g. Channell et al. 2009; Yamazaki and Oda 2005; Valet
et al. 2005; Ziegler et al. 2011) can be used to date cores. For Holocene successions, secular
variation curves may provide age control. Currently, no age models or magnetostratigraphies
12

Figure 1.5: The effect of dropstones on recorded magnetic vectors versus actual DRM vectors
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Figure 1.6: Geomagnetic Polarity Timescale for the last 2.2 mya. Figure redrawn from Cohen and
Gibbard (2016)
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exist for the cores covered in this thesis.

1.2.2

Magnetic Remanence in Sediment

Sediments can acquire a magnetisation in a number of ways. The most important forms of
magnetisation that we are concerned with for this study are Detrital Remanent Magnetism
(DRM), Viscous Remanent Magnetism (VRM), Chemical Remanent Magnetism (CRM),
and ChRM (Characteristic Remanent Magnetisation). ChRM is not a form of magnetism
in and of itself, but consists of the primary component of the magnetism recorded within
the sediment. These components, with the exception of the ChRM which will be explained
further, together form the NRM, or Natural Remanent Magnetisation, of the sample. This
is a combination of all magnetisations present in a sample. Any later component is called a
secondary component. To separate these components, the NRM is demagnetised in a stepwise manner using thermal or Alternating Field (AF) demagnetization techniques to reveal
the primary magnetic components present in the sediment (Dankers and Zijderveld, 1981).

In the case of marine sediments, the ChRM of the sediment is usually carried by the DRM
(Butler, 1992). This magnetisation is acquired by fine grained sediments (mud/silt) during
the dewatering and compaction phase of sediment deposition. The magnetisation is carried
by single domain (SD) or Pseudo Single domain (PSD) grains, which preserve a record of
the Earth’s magnetic field at the time of deposition. Large, Multi Domain (MD) grains are
often also present, but they have multiple separate magnetic domains within the one grain.
They have no external magnetisation and do not align with the ambient magnetic field. In
regions with high sedimentation rates the geomagnetic field record may also include secular
variation (the high frequency, 100-1000-year variations of the geomagnetic field). However,
in regions with slow sedimentation, the record is smoothed to a time averaged field record
which approximates the geocentric axial dipole (GAD) field.

VRM is an overprint of the ChRM that is acquired when magnetic grains with a relatively
short relaxation time or a low coercivity, in the already magnetised sediment, are exposed to
another external magnetic field. This magnetic field could be generated by a core barrel made
out of a ferromagnetic material, or any other ferromagnetic material that comes into close
15

proximity to the sediment. An example of VRM is shown in Fig. 1.7. Laboratory treatment
is required to remove a VRM, and in the case of this thesis that consists of stepwise AF demagnetisation (Egli and Zhao, 2015). This demagnetises the low coercivity grains carrying
the VRM, while the higher coercivity grains carrying the ChRM of the sample decrease in
intensity with the direction of their magnetic moment remaining the same. Theoretically, the
sample will be completely demagnetised by the final measurement step, but some magnetic
minerals such as hematite have a higher coercivity than the maximum applied field strength
resulting in incomplete demagnetisation (Butler, 1992).

Figure 1.7: Example of a VRM found within RS15-GC107, displayed as a Zijderveld plot. The
VRM is then removed by the AF demagnetisation process to reveal the ChRM.

Similarly, CRM is also unwanted and distorts the ChRM of the sample. CRM is caused
by the authigenic growth or modification of magnetic minerals within the sediment, which
results in a new magnetic vector different from that present at the time of deposition. This
can occur sometime after the sediment has been deposited, from processes such as fluid
penetration through the sediment or because of bacterial sulphate production. An example
of CRM is the precipitation of greigite within the sediment, a mineral that has very simi16

lar magnetic properties to magnetite (Roberts, 1995; Roberts et al., 2011). As the greigite
crystals precipitate, the magnetic moment of the crystal will align itself with the orientation
of the Earth’s magnetic field, or any other sufficiently strong external magnetic field. The
same process of CRM development has also been simulated with magnetite in a lab environment (Pick and Tauxe, 1991). The presence of CRM due to greigite is not discernible by
AF demagnetisation and can lead to a number of issues with interpretations of the data. For
example Sagnotti et al. (2005) encountered numerous apparent magnetic field reversals, that,
when the samples were thermally demagnetised, were found to have been caused by greigite that had been precipitated in the sediment (Fig. 1.8). In addition to the Sagnotti et al.
(2005) paper, the topic of greigite precipitation has been covered extensively. It commonly
forms in anoxic sedimentary environments, such as those found below the sediment/water
interface in the Ross Sea, as a precursor to pyrite (Roberts and Weaver, 2005). Greigite is a
ferrimagnetic mineral that is the sulphur equivalent of magnetite, resulting in the two being
indistinguishable using AF demagnetisation.

Figure 1.8: Plot of downcore variation of the inclination of the ChRM and Bcr (coercivity of remanence) of a core affected by CRM, with correlating patterns of polarity and rock magnetic property
changes. Figure from Sagnotti et al. (2005), page 5
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1.2.3

Magnetic Mineralogy and Laboratory Techniques

The mineralogy of the magnetic grains within a sediment, along with the grainsize and
concentration of those minerals, dictates the demagnetisation behaviour. The most common magnetic mineral encountered in marine sediments is magnetite (Fe2 O3 ) (Stolz et al.,
1986). The post-depositional modification or reduction of magnetite can cause significant
changes in the magnetic mineralogy of the sample, and therefore affect the magnetisation.
The modification of magnetite occurs over a significant range of conditions, with varying
results (Roberts et al., 2018b). Other ferromagnetic minerals such as hematite are capable of
recording a magnetic field, but they have different saturation magnetisations and coercivities.
This allows them to be distinguished through IRM analysis.

TDMS analysis can be used to determine the dominant magnetic mineral in a sample due
to differences in the Curie temperature of various magnetic minerals. The Curie temperature
of magnetite and hematite are clearly defined at 580◦ C and 680◦ C respectively (Fabian et al.,
2013). This enables the two minerals to be distinguished from each other by comparing the
differences between their expected heating and cooling curves and measured Curie temperatures. However, the lower Ms of hematite may result in its signature being obscured by
magnetite’s higher Ms during analysis of TDMS results (Dunlop and Ozdemir, 1997). The
Curie temperature of greigite, on the other hand, has proven more difficult to determine. Estimates have been made placing the Curie temperature between 297◦ C (Coey et al., 1970) and
527◦ C (Vandenberghe et al., 1992), with recent studies indicating it exceeds 350◦ C but with
the exact value unknown (Roberts et al., 2011). The heating curve of greigite also differs
from the cooling curve, which has been assumed to be the result of greigite potentially being
oxidised between 300◦ C and 400◦ C (Sagnotti and Winkler, 1999; Snowball and Thompson,
1990). This destruction of greigite at these temperatures, while being very diagnostic of the
presence of the mineral due to the unique thermal demagnetisation signature it creates, is also
the cause of the wide range of estimates for its Curie temperature. An example of greigite’s
distinctive TDMS behaviour as recorded by Bol’shakov and Dolotov (2011) can be seen in
Fig. 1.9.

ARM (Anhysteretic Remanent Magnetisation) analysis is carried out by demagnetising
the sample in a large AF field, with a small, constant DC bias field applied at the same time
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Figure 1.9: TDMS demagnetisation curves for different extracts of greigite at two heating rates of
1◦ C/s (solid curve) and 4◦ C/s (dashed curve) showing distinctive multi-stage demagnetisation pattern.
Figure from Bol’shakov and Dolotov (2011).

in order to create an artificial remanence field within the sample (Opdyke and Channell,
1996). An ARM analysis is able to distinguish changes in magnetic grainsize within a sediment sample, as magnetic minerals within the sediment will acquire a stronger or weaker
remanence from the bias field depending on their size (Oldfield and Yu, 1994). This makes
it particularly sensitive to finer magnetic grainsizes (Yamazaki and Ioka, 1997). A ratio of
ARM to Magnetic Susceptibility (κ) can be used to observe relative changes in the concentration of SD grains within a core (Banerjee et al., 1981). This is because κ is more sensitive
to the paramagnetic component of the sediment while the ARM is more sensitive to the
fine-grained ferromagnetic component of the sediment. As a result of this, a greater ratio
is indicative of an increased fine-grained ferromagnetic component. However, interactions
between magnetic grains may have an effect on the ARM/κ ratio, resulting in an inaccurate
estimation of grain concentrations (Yamazaki and Ioka, 1997).

ARM/SIRM (Saturation Isothermal Remanent Magnetisation, Mrs) ratios are also used to
determine the relative size of magnetic grains within the sediment, with a larger ratio indicating a smaller sediment size (Vigliotti et al., 2008; Hartstra, 1982; Maher, 1988; Schmidbauer
and Schembera, 1987). This is in contrast to the ARM/κ ratio, which is only able to measure
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relative concentration of single domain grains within the sediment (Verosub and Roberts,
1995). ARM/SIRM, in common with ARM/κ, is also affected by the concentration of magnetic minerals in the sample (Sugiura, 1979). As a result, a comparison between ARM/κ and
ARM/SIRM reduces the possibility of misinterpretation of results as changes in grainsize as
opposed to changes in concentration.
Hysteresis and Isothermal Remanent Magnetisation (IRM) measurements can be used
to identify grain size, concentration, and magnetic mineralogy. Hysteresis consists of three
main components, while IRM consists of two, each of which are shown in Fig. 1.10:

• Hysteresis
– Saturation (Ms), the maximum possible magnetisation in an applied field.
– Remanence (Mr), strength of the remanent magnetisation once the applied field
is removed.
– Coercivity (Hc), the magnetic field strength required to remove the magnetisation
after saturation.
• IRM
– Coercivity of Remanence (Hcr), a measurement of how strong a magnetic field
is required to remove the remanent saturation magnetisation.
– Remanence of Saturation (Mrs), the remanent magnetisation after exposure to a
strong saturating magnetic field.
IRM is measured by applying a magnetic field of up to 1 T to the sample at room temperature, which remagnetises it in the direction the field was applied in. This is done in a
stepwise fashion with increasing field strengths until the saturation point of the sample is
reached. IRM measurements are able to determine whether a high or low coercivity mineral
is present within the sample, as the coercivity ranges for particular minerals vary. As magnetite has a lower coercivity than hematite or maghemite, the differentiation of each mineral
based on coercivity is possible (Özdemir and Dunlop, 2014). The shape of a hysteresis loop
can also provide information on the presence of SD, SP, or MD grains within the sample.
However, as noted in Tauxe et al. (1996) the shape of a hysteresis loop in a synthetic sample
20

Figure 1.10: Example hysteresis and IRM curves from GC107, from 100 cm.
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will very rarely be perfectly representative of hysteresis loop behaviour in a natural sample.

Figure 1.11: An example of characteristic SD and PSD Magnetite (a) and sedimentary Greigite (b)
results from FORC analyses. Figures from Roberts et al. (2014)

First Order Reversal Curve (FORC) analysis using the VSM is able to provide significantly more insight into the magnetic mineralogy of the sample than IRM analyses (Roberts
et al., 2014). However, FORC analyses take significantly longer to perform each measurement (1-1.2 hrs for a FORC analysis, versus 10 min for IRM) so it is usually used for targeted analysis of sediments. A FORC diagram is calculated using multiple partial hysteresis
curves. This is done by first saturating the sample in a strong positive applied field (Bsat),
then, as with a standard hysteresis loop, decreased to the reversal field (Br). A FORC differs,
however, in that a series of evenly spaced magnetic fields are then applied to the sample
(Pike et al., 1999; Roberts et al., 2000, 2014). They overcome the limitations imposed on a
standard hysteresis loop as they are able to ‘identify and discriminate between the different
components in a mixed magnetic mineral assemblage’ (Roberts et al., 2000), enabling the
identification of dominant grainsizes within the sample and other mineralogic components.
In contrast, standard hysteresis loops are only able to provide an overall ‘bulk’ magnetic
measurement of the properties of the sample. An example of a FORC involving greigite and
another involving magnetite is shown in Fig. 1.11.
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1.3

The Cores

A number of gravity cores and long cores from both the continental shelf and the abyssal
plain within the Ross Sea region were recovered by the KOPRI icebreaker R/V Araon in
2015, as part of the RS15 cruise. Three of the continental shelf cores and one of the abyssal
plain cores collected during this cruise are discussed in this thesis. RS15-LC100 is located
immediately proximal to the Drygalski Ice Tongue, in the Drygalski Basin. RS15-GC101
and RS15-GC102 are located within approximately 63 km of each other in the Glomar Challenger basin, immediately proximal to the calving line of the Ross Ice Shelf. RS15-GC107 is
located significantly further offshore on the abyssal plane, beyond the continental shelf slope.
These locations are displayed in Fig. 1.1. The proximity of the on-shelf cores to terrestrial
sediment sources results in a much higher sedimentation rate than that present in an abyssal
plain site, as well as having a greater degree of ice rafting (Diekmann and Kuhn, 1999; Dunbar et al., 1985). This also leaves them in an ideal location for the direct recording of ice
sheet retreat since the LGM and subsequent oceanographic changes. The RS15-GC107 site
is in an ideal location for the recording a long term history of the geomagnetic field and the
best candidate for developing a magnetostratigraphy based on geomagnetic reversals.

1.4

Objectives

The primary goal of this thesis was to establish a reliable, accurate magnetostratigraphy and
chronology for four cores and environmental magnetic records from the Ross Sea. However,
this was not possible for the RS15-LC100, RS15-GC101, and RS15-GC102 cores due to a
lack of reversals being observed, and the objectives were modified accordingly:
1. Develop a magnetostratigraphy for each of the four cores.
2. Produce a chronology based upon the core magnetostratigraphy.
3. Perform a magnetic mineralogy analysis of the sediment within the cores.
4. Develop environmental magnetic records from the cores.
The magnetic mineralogy studies of all four cores will provide insight into the depositional settings that paleomagnetic studies are best suited for; therefore increasing the likelihood of collecting cores in the future that can have chronologies successfully developed.
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2.1

Sampling

The four sediment cores were recovered by the Korean Polar Research Institute (KOPRI)
research vessel R/V Araon in 2015, using a long corer and a gravity corer. The cores were
cut into 1.5 m sections, which were transported to KOPRI in Incheon, South Korea. These
sections were split into an archive and a working half, and 1.5 m u-channels were collected
from the working half of the RS15-LC100, RS15-GC101, RS15-GC102, and RS15-GC107
cores by pressing a long, rectangular plastic "tube" with an open ‘U’ shape into the cut
surface of the section half. A wire was pulled along the length of the sample to separate
the sediment cleanly across the open side from the sediment remaining in the section. The
u-channels were then shipped to the Otago Paleomagnetic Research Facility (OPRF) where
they were measured.
Core ID

Latitude

Longitude

Water Depth (m)

Length (cm)

RS15-LC100

75◦ 12.2510 S

164◦ 16.5327 E

1081

862

RS15-GC101

77◦ 45.5808 S

178◦ 26.3111 W

690

242

RS15-GC102

77◦ 42.277 S

178◦ 54.8966 E

706

345

RS15-GC107

68◦ 04.0741 S

178◦ 37.9066 W

3050

835

Table 2.1: RS15 Core Sample Data and Locations

2.1.1

Superconducting Magnetometer

U-channels were measured using a 2G Enterprises DC 760.5 superconducting magnetometer with a 3-axis AF demagnetiser (Fig 2.1). This is housed inside a 150 nT magnetically
shielded room at the OPRF to prevent interference from the Earth’s geomagnetic field. Prior
to measurement, the magnetic susceptibility of the section was measured at 1 cm intervals
using an inline Bartington susceptibility loop. Each u-channel underwent stepwise alternating frequency (AF) demagnetisation at 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 mT.
Magnetic measurements were made at 1 cm intervals after each demagnetisation step. Once
a u-channel section had been demagnetised, an ARM was applied. The sections were AF
demagnetised at 100 mT in to ensure complete demagnetisation of the sample and an axial
ARM of 50 µT was applied in an AF field of 100 mT. The ARM was disabled during mea26

surement, and again once the ARM had been applied to the u-channel. This is due to the
ARM coil leaking a weak DC field when it is powered up, with the potential to contaminate
results (Ohneiser et al., 2013). Once the axial ARM had been applied, the u-channel underwent stepwise demagnetisation at 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 mT, with measurements made at
1 cm intervals after each step. 2 cm was removed from each ARM measurement either side
of each core break during data processing.

Figure 2.1: Business end of the 2G Enterprises DC 760.5 superconducting magnetometer with a
view of the AF demagnetiser, with a section from RS15-GC102 loaded in the sample tray for AF
demagnetisation and measurement.

The PuffinPlot program was used to analyse the demagnetisation data (Lurcock and Wilson, 2012). Principle Component Analysis (PCA) on orthogonal component vector diagrams
was used to determine the magnetic inclination and declination for each interval in the core
(Kirschvink, 1980). PCA is carried out by choosing the data points in a Zijderveld plot that
are believed to comprise the principle component of the magnetisation, while leaving those
that are believed to be VRM (as shown in Fig. 1.7). PCA is then carried out within the
program using these points, producing an inclination, declination, and Maximum Angle of
Deviation (MAD3) value for the downcore depth selected. An unanchored PCA was used if
the anchoring would force the PCA to deviate from the line of best fit and create an artifi27

cially high MAD3 (Heslop and Roberts, 2016). Flux jumps (errors during data acquisition)
that had not been re-measured were not used for PCA, as they do not represent any meaningful information. Flux jumps were identifiable as a sudden increase in magnetic intensity that
did not correspond with the other steps in the demagnetisation process. To eliminate these,
any flux jumps that were noticed during the measurement process had the demagnetisation
and measurement step repeated at the same mT level.

MAD3 values were used to determine the accuracy of the principal component, with
MAD3 values over 15◦ considered too high for a component to be considered reliable.
For MAD3 lower than this, a principle component was considered reliable. For example,
a MAD3 of 10◦ means that the true inclination of the sample must be within a 10◦ range
of the measured inclination and declination. However, a sample with a higher MAD3 of
20◦ and a true inclination of -60◦ could have a measured inclination anywhere from -70◦ to
-50◦ , to use a fictional example.

The GAD inclination for each sampling site was calculated using the following equation:
(tan I = 2tan λ). Where I is the time averaged inclination of the sample site’s latitude, and
lambda is the sample site’s latitude itself.

2.1.2

Vibrating Sample Magnetometer

VSM measurements were made using a Lake Shore Cryotronics PMC MicroMag 3900.
Magnetic hysteresis and IRM was measured for each sample, with the hysteresis measurement carried out first. This was done in order to determine the magnetic mineralogy and
concentration of magnetic minerals within the sediments. A maximum field of 0.5 T was
applied. The hysteresis loops were adjusted for diamagnetic and paramagnetic components,
and the results were normalised by the mass of the sample. RS15-GC102 had some variation in the sampling method used and this is noted in the following section. Suspected bad
data was removed. FORC data was analysed using the FORCinel package for Igor Pro (Harrison and Feinberg, 2008). The measurement parameters are found in tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4.
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2.1.3

ARM Ratios

As ARM measurements are more sensitive to SD and PSD grains, and κ is more sensitive to
larger PSD and MD grains, a ratio of the two can be used to assess changes in the concentration of SD grains in relation to MD grains. (King et al., 1982). The ratio of ARM to SIRM
indicates changes in the relative magnetic grainsize of the sediment. However, if greigite or
very small quantities of fine grained magnetite are present within the section the ratios are
much less likely to be accurate.
Hysteresis Parameters
Applied field maximum

500 mT

Applied field increment

4.00 mT

Averaging time

100 ms

Pause at maximum field

1.0 s

Averages

1

Table 2.2: Hysteresis Loop Parameters

IRM Parameters
Sequence

Non-linear

Initial field

5.0 uT

Final field

500 mT

Number of points

30

Saturating field (DCD)

1.0 T

Pause at saturation

1.0 s

Averaging time

1.0 s

Pause at applied field

1.0 s

Pause at zero field

1.0 s

Slew rate to applied field

1.0 T/s

Table 2.3: Remanence Curve Parameters
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Figure 2.2: Sampling process for the VSM. A shows dried samples labelled on a sheet of clean
paper; B shows sediment within a piece of folded paper, having been crushed and placed into a gel
cap; C shows a completed, capped sample ready for measurement; D shows the VSM itself.
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FORC Parameters
Saturating Field (Bsat)

500 mT

Hu

-100 to 100 mT

Hc

0 to 150 mT

Averaging Time

150 ms

Smoothing factor

Optimum factor automatically calculated
using FORCinel smoothing function

Slew Rate

1 T/s

Table 2.4: First Order Reversal Curve Parameters

RS15-LC100, RS15-GC101, RS15-GC107

Sediment samples were removed from the demagnetised u-channel at 5 cm intervals using a
stainless steel spatula and placed on a clean piece of A4 paper to dry for 24 hours. The spatula
was cleaned with ethanol between each sample to reduce the chance of cross-contamination.
Once the samples were dry, they were crushed by being placed in a square of clean folded
paper and pressed with the spatula. The folded paper was then used to funnel the crushed
sediment into gelatin capsules, which were then capped and weighed. The scale was zeroed
prior to measurement using an identical gelatin capsule to ensure the sample weight was
correctly measured. The weighed sample was then attached to a KEL-F horizontal sample
holder, which was then attached to a VSM drive rod. Prior to the first measurement being
carried out, a standard with a known Ms value was attached to the drive rod. The drive rod
was then installed in the VSM, and the VSM was calibrated according to this. The standard
was then removed and the sample drive rod was installed in the VSM and the rod holder
adjusted until the sample was correctly positioned between the electromagnets. In order to
enable resampling or future analysis, each sample cap was labelled and stored once sampling
was complete. LC100 differed only in that samples were taken at 20 cm intervals as opposed
to 5 cm.
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RS15-GC102
Samples from 0 cm to 180 cm were sampled as whole specimens. Once the samples were
dry, they were removed whole from the paper and weighed, with a desired weight of greater
than 0.05 g to ensure sufficient sample quantity. The weighed sample was then super-glued
to a KEL-F horizontal sample holder, which is attached to a VSM drive rod. For samples
from 185 cm to 345 cm, samples were prepared and measured using gelatin capsules in an
identical manner to RS15-LC100, RS15-GC101, and RS15-GC107.
Averaging time was increased to 200 ms from 100 ms for whole specimen samples of
0.06 g or less, in order to reduce error. Averaging time was decreased to 100 ms for samples
heavier than 0.06 g. This is done in order to reduce the likelihood of inaccurate measurements resulting from the reduced field strength in the lighter samples when compared to the
heavier samples. Gel cap samples used the standard averaging time of 100 ms used for all
other cores.

2.1.4

Temperature Dependant Magnetic Susceptibility (TDMS)

Thermomagnetic curves were measured on an AGICO MFK-1CS Kappabridge in order to
determine the Curie temperature of the magnetic grains within the sample. The crushed
samples that were used had been previously prepared and used for VSM measurement. They
were loaded into a clean measuring tube, before the thermometer was inserted and the sediment checked to ensure contact with the thermometer for an accurate temperature reading.
The magnetic field for measurement was set to 200 A/m, and the sample was heated to temperatures of 700◦ C in air from a minimum temperature of 40◦ C at a heating rate of approximately 11.8◦ C. Both the heating curve and the cooling curve were measured approximately
every 20-25 seconds.
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TDMS Parameters
Temperature Range:

40◦ C to 700◦ C

Temperature Increase Rate (approximate)

11.8◦ C/min

Field Intensity

200 A/m
Table 2.5: TDMS Parameters

2.1.5

Core Logging

Core logging was carried out by myself and checked against the initial descriptive core logs
created by KOPRI. Sections of core not present in the u-channel but present in the core descriptions were included in the stratigraphic column and are labelled as such. The logging
data was digitised from notes by first being entered into the SEDLOG program created by
Zervas et al. (2009), then edited in Inkscape. Lithology was represented using standardised
swatches from the FGDC Digital Cartographic Standard (U.S. Geological Survey, 2006).
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The Drygalski Basin is located within the Victoria Land basin in the eastern Ross Sea,
and is the deepest basin on the Ross Sea continental shelf with the RS15-LC100 sample site
located at a depth of 1081 m. The composition of the sediment delivered to the site is heavily
affected by the core site’s proximity to the Drygalski Ice Tongue and the Transantarctic
Mountains. Suspended lithic sediment as well as IRD comprise the bulk of the sediment
deposited at the site, with biogenic sediments comprising only a small portion (Dunbar et al.,
1985; Frignani et al., 2003). The region is heavily glaciated, with glaciers flowing through
the Transantarctic Mountains from the EAIS. The site has also been exposed to numerous
cycles of growth and retreat of the Ross Ice Shelf margin (Anderson et al., 2002; Goehring
et al., 2019; McKay et al., 2008).

3.1
3.1.1

Results
Sedimentary Logs

The sedimentary log for RS15-LC100 is shown in Fig. 3.1, and displays a substantial amount
of downcore variation in both sediment size and type.

Section one (0 cm - 22 cm) is composed of a light greenish grey diatomaceous mud for
the entirety of the section. Section two (22 cm - 172 cm) is composed of the same greenish
grey diatomaceous mud for the first 113 cm, before an erosional boundary occurs at 125 cm.
From this boundary until the end of the section at 172 cm the sediment is a uniform greygreen mud that contains fewer diatoms than the overlying unit. Section three (172 cm - 262
cm) contains the same uniform grey-green mud until the 210 cm mark, at which point another
erosional boundary is present. The remaining 52 cm of the section is an olive grey sand that
gradually fines towards the boundary at 210 cm. Section four (262 cm - 327 cm) is the same
olive grey upward fining sand for the entirety of the section. Section five (327 cm - 477 cm)
also contains the same olive grey sand for the first 46 cm, until a sharp boundary occurs at
373 cm. The grainsize of the sediment at the base of this sand unit is significantly larger than
any sediment found elsewhere in the core, with grains of up to granule size. (Fig. 3.2). The
rest of the section contains another upward-fining olive grey sand unit with mud intraclasts.
Section six (477 cm - 604 cm) is almost entirely composed of the same unit as the base of
section five, which extends until 594 cm with the exception of a short, massive, grey sand
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Figure 3.1: Stratigraphic column of RS15-LC100 showing downcore changes in grainsize.
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that contains sparse orange sand grains between 555.5 cm and 558 cm. At 594 cm a sharp
erosional boundary is present, with a stratified olive grey/greenish grey mud/sand taking up
the remainder of section six. This unit continues until 690 cm in Section seven (604 cm - 754
cm). A small polystyrene filler block is present from 727 cm to 731 cm. A silty mud with an
olive-grey colour and sparse rock clasts extends from 690 cm to 702 cm. The remainder of
the section and the entirety of section eight (754 cm - 862 cm) is a uniform dark grey diamict.

Figure 3.2: Large sediment grains from section five of LC100. Top of core section is to the left, 0
cm mark on the ruler is placed at the top of the section (327 cm downcore).

3.1.2

Natural Remanent Magnetisation

NRM intensity (Fig. 3.3) at the top of the core started at 0.8417 x10-2 A/m, and rapidly
increased to a peak of 7.359 x10-2 A/m at 28 cm. The NRM then decreased and plateaued
from 45 cm to 445 cm, with an average NRM intensity of 2.173 x10-2 A/m. The NRM then
destabilised with a series of peaks and troughs from this point until the base of the core. The
average value for this destabilised portion, visible in Fig. 3.3 from approximately 445 cm to
the base at 862 cm, is 3.896 x10-2 A/m. The average NRM value across the whole core was
3.103 x10-2 A/m.
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Magnetic susceptibility (Fig. 3.3) across the first 210 cm of RS15-LC100 displayed relatively little variation, in contrast to the remainder of the core. There is a slight increase
from 21 x10-5 at the start of the core to 113 x10-5 at 101 cm. A small 10 cm hump with a
high of 135 x10-5 occurs after this, followed by a trough from 112 cm to 124 cm with an
average of 48 x10-5 . There is then a short lived peak in magnetic susceptibility to 120x10-5 at
126 cm, followed by a plateau with an average of 65x10-5 that runs from 133 cm to 201 cm.
From this point onwards, the amount of variability increases significantly, with neighbouring datapoints often varying by a much as 50x10-5 . Magnetic Susceptibility increases from
51 x10-5 at 211 cm, to a high of 390 x10-5 at 361 cm. Immediately following this point at
379 cm, magnetic susceptibility drops to 30 x10-5 . Between 377 cm and 485 cm, the values
average out to 63 x10-5 before a rise between 485 cm and 521 cm. From 582 cm to 727 cm
no noticeable increase or decrease is present, with an average of 124 x10-5 . A 6 cm trough
between 727 cm and 733 cm is present, with an average of 27 x10-5 . From this depth until
861 cm, a gradual increase from 114 x10-5 to 180 x10-5 occurs.

Figure 3.3: Downcore plot of the lithology (a), NRM intensity (b), ARM intensity (c), Magnetic
Susceptibility (d), MAD3 (e), ChRM Inclination (f), and Geomagnetic Polarity (g) of RS15-LC100. 2
cm of ARM intensity (c) data was removed either side of the core breaks represented by the horizontal
red lines. Vertical blue lines represent the calculated GAD inclination. ChRM inclination is highly
unstable, with significant amount of variation along the entire core. Section three (172 cm to 262
cm) displays unusual ChRM inclination behaviour that is substantially shallower than the adjoining
sections. NRM, ARM, Magnetic Susceptibility, and MAD3 remain relatively consistent for the first
100 cm before beginning to vary.
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3.1.3

Demagnetisation Behaviour

RS15-LC100 had an average PCA inclination (Fig. 3.3) of -52.9◦ and varies between
-89.7◦ and 77.0◦ , excluding section three. The calculated time averaged inclination of the
geomagnetic field at the latitude of LC100 is -82.4◦ . Abrupt changes in inclination were
observed at several u-channel breaks, and the record is noisy but is dominated by negative
inclination.
The average MAD3 (Fig. 3.3) values for the core are relatively low, with an average of 6.0◦ .
Between 116 cm to 168 cm there was a sudden increase in MAD3 to an average of 15.0◦ ,
with a peak of 36.5◦ at 118 cm. This was also the highest value recorded in this core. The
lowest value recorded is 0.3◦ at 29 cm. 86.5% of LC100 had a MAD3 value of <10◦ , 52.5%
had a value of <5◦ , and 8.6% had a value of <2◦ . As was also encountered in the following
cores the initial section of the core, in this case to 115 cm, had an obviously lower and more
stable MAD3 than later sections with an average of 3.9◦ (Fig. 3.3). Immediately deeper,
there is a 53 cm section from 115-168 cm that contained the highest recorded MAD3 in
the core. This section has an average of 15.0◦ . Beyond this point, MAD3 behaviour stays
relatively consistent, with regular fluctuations occurring between a maximum of 23.2◦ , a
minimum of 1.0◦ , and an average of 5.7◦ .
A description of each demagnetisation category encountered in RS15-LC100, and shown in
Fig. 3.4, follows.

3.1.4

Magnetic Mineralogy

ARM
ARM results (Fig. 3.3) for RS15-LC100 are complicated with a series of separate trends
occurring. The ARM initially rises to a plateau of approximately 2.48 x10-4 A/m at 40 cm
that continues to 2.47 x10-4 A/m at 95 cm. From this point a steady decrease occurs until
196 cm, at which point the ARM drops to 0.688 x10-4 A/m at 210 cm. From the section
break at 754 cm until 848 cm, a strong increase is displayed that ends with the highest
value recorded at 6.54 x10-4 A/m. The lowest value recorded is 0.275 x10-4 A/m at the very
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Figure 3.4: Demagnetisation behaviour of each category from LC100. Open and closed squares
correspond to vertical and horizontal components. Stereoplots are equal area projections.
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Consists of a single component, straight line demagnetisation plot
that consistently returns to the origin. MAD3 values remain low
Category A

(<5◦ ) throughout this section. The demagnetisation vector
is clear and easily discernible. Some variation in magnetisation
intensity may be encountered from 80-100 mT.
Does not demagnetise as smoothly, with a greater average MAD3

Category B

of >5◦ . It does not terminate at the origin. Inclination of the ChRM
component is clear and easily discernible. Some variation in magnetisation
intensity from 80-100 mT, as with Category A.

Category B1

Almost identical to B, but does terminate at the origin
and has marginally higher noise levels.
Contains two components, with higher noise than B.

Category C

Some stacking/clustering of the points occurs. It does not terminate
at the origin, and does not completely demagnetise

Category D

Measurements were uninterpretable, with very large amounts of noise and
no discernible principle component.

Table 3.1: Demagnetisation behavioural categories for RS15-LC100 from Fig. 3.4
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beginning of the core. This low value is likely due to the edge affect the start of the core has
on the measurement. The lowest value beyond this point is 0.572 x10-4 A/m at 383 cm. The
highest value is 6.54 x10-4 A/m at 848 cm, with an average across the core of 2.41 x10-4 A/m.
The ratio of ARM/κ (Figs. 3.5, 5.6) shows a minor amount of downcore variation in
magnetic grain concentration. ARM/κ remains relatively consistent downcore with the only
substantial change being an increase over the final 142 cm from 720 cm, increasing from
0.2 to 0.5 with a slight peak to 1.05 at 854 cm. The ratio remained between 0.05 and 1.60
with an average of 0.25. The change between 727 cm and 731 cm is caused by a foam filler
block due to a small unrecovered piece of sediment and is a false value.
The ARM/SIRM ratio (Fig. 3.5) remained stable for the first 200 cm at approximately 1.10
x10-2 , before beginning a cycle of increases and decreases until 460 cm, where it stabilises
at 1.24 x10-2 with the exception of a drop to 2.00 x10-2 at 604 cm. An increase in ratio
indicating a fining in grainsize occurs from 720 cm until the base of the core. The ratio
remained between 0.15 x10-2 and 2.87 x10-2 , with an average of 1.34 x10-2 .

FORC Analysis
The FORC analyses of RS15-LC100 (shown in Fig. 3.7) have been divided into four main
categories of behaviour, and compared with the reference data of Roberts et al. (2014).
These categories are shown in Table 3.2.

Hysteresis and IRM
All measurements in this section are shown in Fig. 3.8.
Coercivity (Hc) data varies between 4.11 mT and 20.75 mT, with an average of 13.53 mT. A
short plateau is present from 0 cm (15.00 mT) to 200 cm (14.30 mT), barring a drop to 11.45
mT at 120 cm. Hc then dropped to 4.11 mT at 300 cm with a peak following immediately at
320 cm (19.39 mT). Beyond this point Hc has a very slight increase to 16.76 mT at 820 cm,
with a number of peaks and troughs of up to 20.75 mT (604 cm) and down to 8.92 mT (440
cm).
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Figure 3.5: Ratios of ARM/Magnetic Susceptibility and ARM/SIRM in RS15-LC100.
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Figure 3.6: Ratio of ARM to Magnetic Susceptibility for RS15-LC100.

Broad base with an Hu of 80-100 mT, and a bulge on the lower
Category 1

shoulder between an Hc of 10 to 50 mT.

(c), (f), (h)

Upper shoulder slopes in a relatively linear fashion to an
Hc of approximately 60 mT.
A maximum Hc of ˜80 mT or less.
Category 2

Same overall shape as category 1, but with a reduced

(i), (k)

intensity of response.
Category 3

Noise, likely due to improperly packed sediment sample

(d)

allowing movement inside gel capsule.
Category 4

Thinner, more elongated profile with an Hu of between -50 to 50 mT.

(a), (b), (e),

A maximum Hc of ˜80 mT or less.

Table 3.2: Table of categories of FORC behaviour encountered in RS15-LC100 (Fig. 3.7)
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(g), (j)

Figure 3.7: First Order Reversal Curves from RS15-LC100.
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Remanence (Mr) data varies between 0.594 x10-2 Am2 /kg and 3.10 x10-2 Am2 /kg, with
an average of 1.75 x10-2 Am2 /kg. A sharp decrease from 1.91 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 0 cm to
0.99 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 22 cm occurs, before an increase to 22.63 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 80 cm. A
decrease is then encountered from 80 cm, reaching 0.98 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 240 cm. A sharp
peak to the highest recorded value in the core of 3.10 x10-2 Am2 /kg then occurs at 320 cm,
before dropping sharply again to the lowest recorded value of 0.59 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 380 cm.
From this point an oscillating pattern with a gradual increase is displayed until the base of
the core at 862 cm, with a final value of 1.98 x10-2 Am2 /kg.
Saturation magnetisation (Ms) drops to 3.76 x10-2 Am2 /kg to 22 cm from the start of the
core, followed by a rise to 11.17 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 60 cm. There is then a short decrease
to 6.34 x10-2 Am2 /kg over the next 160 cm to 220 cm. Between 220 cm and 340 cm Ms
rises sharply to 14.49 x10-2 Am2 /kg, with a highly variable ‘saw-tooth’ like pattern. An
immediate drop to 2.55 x10-2 Am2 /kg follows at 380 cm. Beyond this point there is an
increase, with high variability, to 11.25 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 862 cm. Peaks occur during this
period at 500-540 cm (average of 10.43 x10-2 Am2 /kg), 620 cm (14.5 x10-2 Am2 /kg), 740
cm (14.88 x10-2 Am2 /kg), and 800 cm (14.47 x10-2 Am2 /kg).
Remanence of Saturation (Mrs) results displayed an immediate decrease from the start of
the core at 1.85 x10-2 Am2 /kg to 0.788 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 300 cm. A large peak then occurs
near the centre of the core between 300 cm and 380 cm, with a maximum recorded value of
3.01 x10-2 Am2 /kg. Beyond this the Mrs steadily increases from 0.579 x10-2 at 380 cm to
1.91 x10-2 Am2 /kg at the base of the core (862 cm). This rise has a ‘saw-tooth’ pattern with
numerous peaks and troughs along the 482 cm section.
Coercivity of Remanence (Hcr) has an initially stable, very slightly decreasing trend over
the first 200 cm, from 33.70 mT to 32.86 mT. For the next 160 cm a period of significant
fluctuation occurs. A sharp trough is present at 240 cm (14.81 mT) and 300 cm (1.29 mT),
and a large peak at 320 cm (50.40 mT) that is also the highest record value in the core.
From 360 cm to 420 cm Hcr steeply increases from 35.37 mT to 43.44 mT, before dropping
to 27.44 mT at 440 cm. Hcr increases again from 440 cm to 820 cm (40.76 mT), with the
exception of a peak at 604 cm (47.71 mT). There is then a drop-off to the base of the core,
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with a final value of 29.33 mT.

Minimum

Maximum

Median

Average

Coercivity (Hc, mT)

25.54

148.81

98.17

93.69

Remanence (Mr, Am2 /kg)

0.594 x10-2

3.10 x10-2

1.73 x10-2

1.75 x10-2

Saturation (Ms, Am2 /kg)

2.55 x10-2

14.9 x10-2

9.82 x10-2

9.37 x10-2

0.579 x10-2

3.01 x10-2

1.61 x10-2

1.68 x10-2

1.29

50.40

32.77

33.73

Remanence of Saturation
(Mrs, Am2 /kg)
Coercivity of Remanence
(Hcr, mT)

Table 3.3: Minimum, Maximum, Median, and Average values for Hysteresis and IRM measurements
of RS15-LC100 (Fig. 3.8).

TDMS
All four TDMS samples from RS15-LC100 displayed very similar heating curve behaviour,
with a gradual increase in magnetic susceptibility until 550◦ C. Beyond this point, the
magnetic susceptibility drops sharply before plateauing at approximately 600◦ C. Variation
in cooling curve behaviour between samples was much more pronounced, with the 420
cm having the most pronounced difference in the form of a large ‘hump’ in susceptibility
between 580◦ C to 480◦ C.

3.2
3.2.1

Discussion
Environmental Magnetism

Magnetic Mineralogy
Magnetite is most likely the dominant magnetic mineral of RS15-LC100. All four TDMS
analyses display a drop in magnetic susceptibility between 580◦ C and 620◦ C, placing
the Curie temperature of the dominant magnetic mineral within this temperature range.
Magnetite, with its Curie temperature of approximately 580◦ C, is the magnetic mineral
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Figure 3.8: Downcore plot of Hysteresis and IRM analyses of RS15-LC100.
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Figure 3.9: Day Plot of RS15-LC100, RS15-GC101, RS15-GC102, and RS15-GC107. Singledomain (SD), pseudo–single-domain (PSD), and multidomain (MD) parameters are from Day et al.
(1977).
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Figure 3.10: TDMS behaviour from RS15-LC100. Heating curves are in red, cooling curves
are in blue. All values have been normalised.
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that is most likely the cause of this drop in magnetic susceptibility (Dunlop and Ozdemir,
1997). Coercivity of remanence results ranged also between 20 mT and 50 mT, a range that
is also consistent with the presence of a ferrimagnetic mineral such as magnetite (Tauxe
et al., 2018). This coercivity is also significantly lower than the coercivity that would be
expected for hematite and slightly lower than expected for greigite (60 mT - 100 mT)
(Tauxe et al., 2018). The fact that magnetic susceptibility is at 0 beyond 620◦ C also supports
the hypothesis that another magnetic mineral with a higher Curie temperature, such as
hematite (680◦ C), is unlikely to be present. This indicates that the changes in depositional
environment as you move downcore do not bring with them a change in the magnetic
mineral composition.
No TDMS curves display curie temperatures that are suggestive of magnetic minerals other
than magnetite. However, the cause of the hump in Fig. 3.10 (c) is unknown. This is a
potential indicator of the presence of a magnetic mineral such as greigite, however the
higher curie temperature of the sample makes this unlikely (Sagnotti and Winkler, 1999).
TDMS data from 420 cm and 600 cm indicates MS is higher after heating, indicating
thermodynamic alteration of sediments and the creation of new magnetic minerals. An
increase in magnetic intensity at high AF demagnetisation steps in some samples (Fig. 3.4
C) may be indicative of the presence of a CRM in some intervals as greigite is a common
cause of this behaviour. An extreme example of this increase in intensity is shown in Hu
et al. (2002).
In addition to the TDMS results, FORC results also indicate that magnetite is the dominant
magnetic mineral downcore and that greigite is not likely to be present downcore. There
is none of the characteristic ‘bullseye’ behaviour of greigite (Fig. 1.11 (b)) displayed by
any of the samples, including sample 3.10 (c). Categories one and two and display little
variation in the overall shape of their responses, while the intensity of the response varies
significantly. The most likely cause for this is variation in the concentration, but not the
mineralogy, of the magnetic minerals in each sample location that result in a stronger or
weaker response being produced by the sample. The shape of the FORC indicates the
presence of MD grains within the samples in these categories, with the bulge along the
lower shoulder of the sample being characteristic of an MD magnetite (Roberts et al.,
2018b). The change in the shape of the FORC response in category 4 is more characteristic
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of smaller PSD and SD grains, indicating a change in magnetic grainsize between these
categories. The category three behaviour encountered in a single sample (Fig. 3.7 (d))
is most likely the result of an incorrect measuring technique, involving sediment that is
able to move within the sample capsule during measurement. Despite the absence of any
indicators of the presence of greigite in either FORC or TDMS results, due to the lack of
any consistent polarity determinations the presence or absence of a CRM caused by greigite
is immaterial and does not need to be considered. This is due to the fact that the effect of
a CRM would be indistinguishable from the ChRM variation already present within the core.
The increase in the ARM/κ ratio from approximately 700 cm until the base of the core
correlates with an increase in the relative concentration of small single domain magnetic
grains to larger magnetic grains when compared to the preceding sections of the core. This
behaviour occurs at the transition from a silty mud to a diamict. The large localised increase
at approximately 720 cm is caused by a polystyrene filler block within the u-channel. In
addition, there are a number of small localised changes in the ARM/κ ratio, after each of
which the ratio returns to the previous average. These changes are also not represented in
ARM/SIRM results which only sampled the sedimentary matrix and did not include IRD.
These short-lived changes potentially indicate the presence of IRD at these points in the
core, with each peak usually only sustained for several centimetres depth. This correlates
with the results shown in Fig. 3.9, which indicate that the sediment that was sampled for
VSM measurement is predominantly comprised of pseudo-single domain grains, with only
a single sample laying outside this. VSM data only uses a sample of the sedimentary matrix,
however, unlike the whole-core ARM and κ measurements that will be affected by the
presence of IRD. However, there is also variation with the location of each sample within
the PSD domain itself. This variation is mostly present on a small scale, with fluctuations
rapidly occurring around the trend with much less smooth transitions than when compared
to the ARM/κ ratio of RS15-GC107 core as seen in Fig. 5.7. The variation in ARM and
κ is even more clearly shown when RS15-LC100 is compared to the other three RS15 cores
sampled in Fig. 3.6.
ARM/SIRM ratios also indicate only a mild degree of variation in magnetic grainsize
within RS15-LC100. ARM/SIRM ratio accurately estimates the relative grainsize only of
sediment dominated by magnetite grains. However, TDMS and FORC results have indicated
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that magnetite is likely to be the dominant magnetic grain. The granular sedimentary
layer at approximately 370 cm is represented by a minor increase in grainsize that is
less than that encountered in the basal diamict, indicating that the sedimentary matrix
did not undergo as drastic a change in grainsize as the presence of large granules (Fig.
3.2) in the stratigraphy may suggest.

The most notable change occurring during the

transition from a silty mud to a basal diamict, which displayed a clear but slight fining
in relative grainsize as the sediment transitioned from a silty mud to a basal diamict, as
well as an increase in overall concentration of magnetic grains as indicated by ARM/κ ratios.

Effect of Depositional Environment on Environmental Magnetism
The sedimentary sequence displayed by RS15-LC100 is highly characteristic of other
Western Ross Sea and Victoria Land Basin sediment sequences with a progression from
glacial, to ice shelf, to open marine depositional environment such as that shown by a
number of the cores from Domack and Harris (1998), Domack et al. (1999), Frignani et al.
(1998), and Licht et al. (1999).
In addition to the deglacial facies, unconformities are present within the core. The erosional
boundaries at 380 cm and 594 cm, and the boundary at 380 cm in particular, has a sharp
erosional surface that appears to show heavy scouring of the underlying sediment as well
as a substantial change in grainsize. This greatly increases the difficulty of producing an
accurate age model, as an unknown quantity of sediment, and with it any recorded ChRM,
is absent. However, based on the low quality of the ChRM from the core, it is unlikely that
the absence of these unconformities would have had any positive effect on the ability for an
accurate paleomagnetic chronology to be produced.
The changing depositional environments are reflected by the increase in the overall quantity
of magnetic sediment delivered to the site as indicated by κ and ARM measurements. Small
changes in the ARM/κ ratio (Fig. 3.5) between approximately 380 cm and 600 cm indicate
fluctuating grainsizes. This same trend is also represented in magnetic susceptibility results
(Fig. 3.3), and occurs from the same point at 380 cm. ARM results are strongly positively
affected by the presence of small, single domain grains (Peters and Dekkers, 2003),
indicating an increase in the quantity of fine grained magnetic minerals in the sediment
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without the relative concentration of small to larger magnetic grainsizes changing. This
change occurs at a sharp erosional boundary between two sand units. ARM increases further
from approximately 600 cm, and is not matched by a corresponding increase in magnetic
susceptibility, which leads to a shallow upward increase in the ARM/κ ratio from 600 cm.
The ratio increase correlates with an erosional boundary at 594 cm between a massive grey
sand and a finer grained stratified mud/sand unit that occurs from 600 cm to the base of the
core that is visible in the sedimentary log (Fig. 3.1). The fining upwards of the sediment
from 594 cm to the top of the core is interpreted to indicate a retreat of the grounding line.
The high noise and lack of a coherent ChRM displayed by RS15-LC100, including from the
open ocean depositional environment section of the core from 212 cm upwards where low
noise is expected, is likely to be due the proximity of the core to the Drygalski Ice Tongue.
This leaves the core’s sample site in a prime position to be heavily effected by large amounts
of strongly magnetised IRD being transported by icebergs derived from the Tongue. The
result is a very high level of noise and no stable magnetisation within a sediment sequence
where it would usually be expected to measure a consistent ChRM, such as the low noise
sections found at the beginning of RS15-GC101 and RS15-GC102. The presence of IRD
within the core cannot be detected by VSM or TDMS measurement techniques however,
as only fine grained sediment that can be dried and packed into a sample capsule can be
measured. This means that the presence of dropstones in a sample can only be confirmed
via core logging if the IRD is visible on the surface of the u-channel, or X-Ray imaging of
the core.

3.2.2

Magnetisation in Ancient Sediment

Abrupt changes in magnetisation direction at various intervals corresponds to the presence
of strongly magnetised dropstones, or areas with large quantities of IRD. For example, at
the 100 cm mark in the core a large dropstone was observed that corresponds with a strong
shallowing of the ChRM inclination, as well as a slight increase in magnetic susceptibility.
A similar effect is also coincident with a change in grainsize at the erosional boundary
located at 590 cm, which displays a strong shallowing of the inclination of the ChRM.
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RS15-LC100 displays multiple-component Category C behaviour at several points within
the core (Fig. 3.4 (c)). These points correspond with changes in Hysteresis and IRM
behaviour, indicating they are likely caused by a change in magnetic mineralogy. For
example, the behaviour from Fig. 3.4 (c) occurs close to the sampling point at 820 cm that
corresponds with an increase in Hc, Ms, Mr, and Mrs values. This means that the second
component may be a product of post-depositional modification of the sediment by erosion or
the formation of a CRM, or the deposition of magnetic minerals that were not aligned with
the GAD at the time of deposition such as IRD. The remagnetisation of some sediments
at high AF field levels, as seen in demagnetisation Category C (Fig3.4), may also be indicative of the presence of a CRM in the sediment (Roberts et al., 2011; Sagnotti et al., 2010).

3.2.3

Chronology

Very little of the ChRM inclination from RS15-LC100 corresponds with the calculated
GAD inclination of ±82◦ , with only 10.5% of the core being within 5◦ of the GAD and only
18.6% within 10◦ of it. This variation and lack of a consistent signal results in a core that is
entirely unsuitable for creating an accurate magnetostratigraphy, secular variation, or RPI
record. No discernible reversal or other paleomagnetic features, such as an excursion, are
present.
Carbon

14

C dating of sediments from the same area as RS15-LC100 by Andrews et al.

(1999) has estimated the age of the surface sediments of between 3-4 kyr. However this age
estimate is highly likely to be inaccurate due to reworking and redeposition of the surface
sediments, as well as contamination by older carbon from the Antarctic continent being
deposited in the surface sediments (Andrews et al., 1999; Ohkouchi and Eglinton, 2006).
Carbon dating offers the best opportunity of developing a chronology in this case.

3.2.4

Unusual Artefacts in Magnetic Data

The inclination of the ChRM in Section 3 is shallower by several tens of degrees than the
preceding and proceeding sections (Fig. 3.3). Magnetic susceptibility and ARM analyses
do not show a change in magnetic mineralogy concentration and a change in magnetic
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mineralogy was not identified, indicating this is an artefact of core handling or sampling.

3.3

Conclusion

• RS15-LC100 did not yield a magnetostratigraphy or a secular variation record because
of significant variability in it’s ChRM inclination.
• There are substantial changes in sedimentary and magnetic mineral grainsize downcore, and numerous IRD. These factors have likely resulted in the complex magnetisation and lack of a coherent ChRM.
• RS15-LC100 is most likely a Holocene core, as it appears to contain a record of
ice shelf retreat with sedimentary evidence of a change from a glacial to an open
marine depositional environment.

14

C dating of sediments from the same area as

RS15-LC100 estimates the age of the surface sediments at approximately 3-4 kyr
(Andrews et al., 1999).

• Magnetite appears to be the dominant magnetic mineral, based off of FORC analyses
and TDMS results (Figs. 3.7, 3.10). However, the changes in depositional environment
over time for RS15-LC100 resulted in a degree of variability in magnetic grainsize and
concentration. This is clearly shown in the Hysteresis, IRM, and FORC plots (Fig. 3.8,
3.7).
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Chapter 4
On-Shelf Depositional Environment,
Glomar Challenger Basin
RS15-GC101, RS15-GC102
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The Glomar Challenger Basin is located in the centre of the Ross Sea, bounded by the Ross
and Hayes banks. The basin is shallower than the Drygalski Basin, with RS15-GC101 and
RS15-GC102 being collected at depths of 242 m and 345 m respectively. The sample site
is proximal to the current ice shelf calving line. The cores are located within 63 km of
each other within the basin, and will be presented together due to their proximity and nearidentical depositional environment.

4.1
4.1.1

RS15-GC101 Results
Sedimentary Logs

The sedimentary log for RS15-GC101 (Fig. 4.1) displays a minor amount of downcore
variation in grainsize, with the core being composed of a mud unit overlying a diamict. The
first 56 cm of core are composed of a massive olive grey diatomaceous mud. Underlying
this is a 165 cm thick layer of stratified mud, silt, and diamicton. The mud strata are the
same greenish-grey as the overlying unit. The remainder of the core is composed of a stiff
grey diamicton.

4.1.2

Natural Remanent Magnetisation

NRM intensity at the top of the core is 1.67 x10-3 A/m, before increasing to a peak of 13.42
x10-3 A/m at 11 cm. NRM intensity then decreased to 6.97 x10-3 A/m, then increased once
more to the highest value found within the core, at 22.82 x10-3 A/m. Peaks occur from the
100 cm, with values of 15.93 x10-3 A/m, 11.33 x10-3 A/m, and 8.98 x10-3 A/m. The average
NRM value across the whole core was 7.46 x10-3 A/m.
The first 93 cm exhibited a slight increase in magnetic susceptibility with relatively little
variation when compared to the rest of the core, from 12 x10-5 to 19 x10-5 . A large increase
to a maximum of 127 x10-5 occurs between 93 cm and 136 cm before returning to a trough
of approximately 11 x10-5 between 138 cm and 141 cm. Ms then displays a shallow decrease
between 155 cm and the base of the core.
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Figure 4.1: Stratigraphic column of RS15-GC101 showing downcore changes in grainsize.
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Figure 4.2: Downcore plot of the lithology (a), NRM intensity (b), ARM intensity (c), Magnetic
Susceptibility (d), MAD3 (e), ChRM Inclination (f), and Geomagnetic Polarity (g) of RS15-GC101. 2
cm of ARM intensity (c) data was removed either side of the core breaks represented by the horizontal
red line. Vertical blue lines represent the calculated GAD inclination.

4.1.3

Demagnetisation Behaviour

The upper 99 cm of core has a stable, steep magnetisation with well behaved demagnetisation data that are easy to interpret resulting in a low average MAD3 of 1.7◦ .
The time averaged inclination of the geomagnetic field at the latitude of RS15-GC101 is
-83.4◦ and +83.4◦ for normal or reverse polarity respectively. The average inclination
along the entire core is –36.8◦ , with the lowest value being -85.1◦ at 31 cm and the highest
73.4◦ at 73 cm. 81.5% of the core had an inclination of less than 0◦ , with 17% of the core
being within 10◦ of the GAD and 38% being within 20◦ .
The average MAD3 value for the core is 10.5◦ , with the MAD3 values for the first 99 cm
being lower with an average of 1.7◦ . Beyond this point, MAD3 varies significantly, with a
low of 0.3◦ (59 cm), a high of 49.0◦ (241 cm), and an average of 15.3◦ . The highest value
recorded is 49.0◦ at 241 cm. 65% of the core has a MAD3 of <10◦ , 54.3% is <5◦ , and
33.7% is less than 2◦ .
A description of each demagnetisation category encountered in RS15-GC101, and shown in
Fig. 4.3, follows in Table 4.1.
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Category A consists of a single component, straight line demagnetisation plot
Category A

that consistently returns to the origin. MAD3 values remain below 5◦
throughout this section. ChRM Inclination is clear and easily discernible
Category B does not demagnetise as smoothly, with a second component

Category B

present from 90-100 mT. The primary component returns to the origin,
but the second does not. Inclination of the first component is clear and
easily discernible.

Category B1

B1 is almost identical to B, but the primary component does not return to
the origin and has marginally higher noise levels (>5◦ ).
Category C contains two very clear components, and has a ’hook-like’ shape.
The second component occurs at almost right angles to the first component.

Category C

Inclination of the first component is clear and easily discernible, the second
component is less clear but still discernible. The first component was used
for PCA analyses, as magnetite should be demagnetised by 40 mT.

Category D

Measurements were uninterpretable, with very large amounts of noise and
no discernible principle component.

Table 4.1: Demagnetisation behavioural categories for RS15-GC101 from Fig. 4.3

4.1.4

Magnetic Mineralogy

ARM
The upper ARM results are variable with a stronger average ARM above 140 cm of 4.90
x10-5 A/m and a weaker ARM at the base with an average of 2.07 x10-5 A/m.
The ratio of ARM/κ (Fig. 4.4) displays a large amount of variation over the first 105 cm of
the core. Deeper than this point, ARM/κ remains linear until the base of the core, with the
exception of a short 8 cm period centred at 138 cm that shows an increase to 0.22. The ratio
remained between 0.019 and 0.61, with an overall average of 0.14.
ARM/SIRM ratios (Fig. 4.4) in RS15-GC101 remains relatively stable with little variation
the first 135 cm of core, with an average ratio of 0.76 x10-2 . A broad 35 cm peak occurs
between 135 cm and 170 cm, with a maximum value of 6.18 x10-2 . The ratio remains higher
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Figure 4.3: Puffinplots of the demagnetisation categories encountered in RS15-GC101, and
shown in Figure 4.2.Open and closed squares correspond to vertical and horizontal components. Stereoplots are equal area projections.65

below 170 cm than the upper part of the core, with an average ARM/SIRM ratio of 1.76
x10-2 .

FORC Analyses
The FORC analyses of RS15-GC101 (shown in Fig. 4.5) have been broken down into five
main categories and compared with the identifying features in Roberts et al. (2014). These
categories are shown in Table 4.2.

Broad base with an Hu of 80-100 mT, and a bulge on the lower
Category 1

shoulder between an Hc of 10 to 50 mT.

(a), (b), (c),
(d), (g)

Upper shoulder slopes in a relatively linear fashion to an
Hc of approximately 6 mT.
A maximum Hc of ˜80 mT or less.
Strong intensity of response, with broad shoulders with an Hu of
Category 2

50 mT or greater.

(e), (f)

Elongated, with an Hc of ˜120 mT or less.
Large bulge located along lower side.
Category 3

Thinner, more elongated profile with an Hu of between -50 to 50 mT.

(h), (i), (j),

A maximum Hc of ˜80 mT or less.

(l), (m)

Very similar overall shape to Category 2 with broad shoulders,
Category 4

but much weaker response

(k)

‘Bullseye’ shape located at Hc ˜20 mT
A maximum Hc of ˜120 mT or less.
Table 4.2: Table of categories of FORC behaviour encountered in RS15-GC101 (Fig. 4.5)

Hysteresis and IRM
Coercivity (Hc) data varied between 4.57 mT and 28.50 mT, with an average of 13.53 mT.
An immediate increase from 11.70 mT at 0 cm, to 25.60 mT at 30 cm downcore occurs
before returning to 11.10 mT at 50 cm. 50 cm to 155 cm is characterised by a series of peaks
and troughs with an overall decrease before a sharp spike to 28.50 mT at 140 cm from 9.12
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Figure 4.4: Ratios of ARM to Magnetic Susceptibility (k) and ARM to SIRM in RS15-GC101,
showing relative changes in grainsize.
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Figure 4.5: First Order Reversal Curves from RS15-GC101.
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Figure 4.6: Plot of Hysteresis and IRM analyses of RS15-GC101.
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mT at 125 cm, with an Hc of 4.57 mT at 155 cm. It then increases from 165 cm to the base
of the core, at an average of 10.72 mT. Three small peaks occur during this portion, with an
average Hc between them of 15.07 mT and a maximum of 15.70 mT at 235 cm.
Remanence (Mr) data remains relatively steady until the 90 cm mark, with an average
across this section of 0.345 x10-2 Am2 /kg. This is followed by an immediate increase to
1.70 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 95cm, then an immediate decrease to 0.383 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 100cm,
followed again by an increase to 1.04 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 110 cm. Mr then decreases in
a ’saw-tooth’ pattern until reaching 0.0828 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 150 cm. A shallow linear
increase from 150 cm to 0.211 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 235 cm follows, barring a spike at 195 cm
to 1.04 x10-2 Am2 /kg. Mr then rises again at the very base of the core to 0.566 x10-2 Am2 /kg.
Saturation (Ms) varied between remained relatively stable for the first 80 cm of the core
with a median of 1.21 x10-2 Am2 /kg, with the exception of a spike to 5.32 x10-2 Am2 /kg
between 45 and 55 cm. A rapid increase from this point is maintained until 135 cm, peaking
at 10.00 x10-2 Am2 /kg. The values for 150 to 190 cm were similar to the first 40 cm with
little variation, before a spike to 6.80 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 195 cm. This is followed by a slightly
unstable period with an average of 2.80 x10-2 Am2 /kg from 200 to 235 cm, and a sharp
increase at the very base of the core to 10.30 x10-2 Am/2 /kg
Remanence of Saturation (Mrs) remained relatively steady until the 90 cm mark, with
an average across this section of 0.326 x10-2 Am2 /kg. Immediately after this point there
is a significant increase, with the Mrs rising to 1.65 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 95 cm. This then
immediately dropped to 0.373 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 100 cm, before rising to 1.01 x10-2 Am2 /kg
at 110 cm and then decreasing in a ’saw-tooth’ pattern until reaching 0.0925 x10-2 Am2 /kg
at 145 cm. Barring a spike of 1.65 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 195, Mrs increased in a shallow, linear
fashion from 145 cm to 0.217 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 235 cm, with a final increase to 0.549 x10-2
Am2 /kg at 242 cm.
Coercivity of Remanence (Hcr) experienced an immediate increase from 0 cm to 30 cm
downcore, starting at 40.45 mT and reaching 66.88 mT at 30 cm, before returning to near its
starting value at 45 cm with 48.69 mT. The next portion of the core decreases to 36.80 mT
at 95 cm before increasing to 75.44 mT at 140 cm. Hcr drops off rapidly to 28.60 mT at 145
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cm, and has a shallow linear increase to 31.03 mT at 160 cm, before rapidly increasing to
58.38 mT at 170 cm. From this point at 170 cm to the base of the core at 242 cm, the Hcr
varied with an overall increasing trend, with a low of 38.85 mT at 195 cm, and high of 68.17
mT at 235 cm.

Minimum

Maximum

Median

Average

Coercivity (Hc, mT)

4.57

28.50

12.05

13.83

Remanence (Mr, Am2 /kg)

0.0627 x10-2

1.70 x10-2

0.311 x10-2

0.385 x10-2

Saturation (Ms, Am2 /kg)

0.784 x10-2

1.03 x10-2

2.04 x10-2

3.10 x10-2

0.0723 x10-2

1.65 x10-2

0.365 x10-2

0.304 x10-2

28.61

75.44

54.29

52.70

Remanence of Saturation
2

(Mrs, Am /kg)
Coercivity of Remanence
(Hcr, mT)
Table 4.3: Minimum, Maximum, Median, and Average values for Hysteresis and IRM measurements
of RS15-GC101 (Fig. 4.6).

TDMS
RS15-GC101 exhibited a degree of variation between the three samples across both the
heating and cooling curves. All three had no magnetic susceptibility at approximately
600◦ C, with an abrupt decrease in magnetic susceptibility at approximately 580◦ C. All three
had a similar curve. All samples were non-reversible with a higher magnetic susceptibility
after heating.

4.2

RS15-GC101 Discussion

4.2.1

Environmental Magnetism

RS15-GC101 exhibits significant downcore variation in concentration and grainsize of the
magnetic minerals present. This is most clearly shown in the interval between approximately
90 cm to 143 cm, with significant variability and large peaks and troughs in Ms and Hcr
occurring. The Coercivity (Hc) and Coercivity of Remanence (Hcr) results shown in Fig.
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Figure 4.7: Day Plot of RS15-LC100, RS15-GC101, RS15-GC102, and RS15-GC107. Singledomain (SD), pseudo–single-domain (PSD), and multidomain (MD) parameters are from Day et al.
(1977).
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Figure 4.8: TDMS behaviour from RS15-GC101. Heating curves are in red, cooling curves
are in blue. All values have been normalised.
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4.6 can discount the presence of hematite within the sediment, as results for both are below
the Hc and Hcr values that can expected, at 100 mT and 200 mT respectively (Özdemir and
Dunlop, 2014).
FORC analyses from the upper 143 cm are almost exclusively, with only two exceptions,
composed of Category 1 behaviour. Category 1 samples are consistent with that expected of
SD magnetite (Roberts et al., 2014). In deeper samples however, FORC analyses indicate
substantially more variation in grainsize. This means that FORCs near-universally indicate
that magnetite is likely the dominant magnetic mineral within the sediment. If the lack of
response was due to a decrease in concentration in magnetic minerals we would expect
to see a corresponding decrease in magnetic susceptibility. However, this is likely to be
a result of a decrease in the concentration of fine grained magnetic minerals, with coarse
grained magnetic minerals remaining consistent. The Category 2 and Category 3, behaviour
encountered is consistent with the presence of MD magnetite, which is consistent with a
decrease in the concentration of SD grains downcore indicated by the decrease in ARM
response in this interval (Roberts et al., 2014).
The first 143 cm of the core has a consistent magnetic grainsize, as represented by the
ARM/SIRM ratio (Fig. 4.4). However, this ratio is only able to estimate the grainsize of
magnetite, and if only very small quantities of fine grained magnetite or greigite are present
within the section then the estimates are much less likely to be accurate. The second core
section, from approximately 143 cm onwards, has a larger magnetic grainsize than the
preceding section of core as indicated by the ARM/SIRM ratio
The first 100 cm of the core has a marginally higher ARM/κ ratio than the remainder of the
core, indicating a change in the concentration of fine, single domain magnetic grains. The
ARM/κ ratios for the second core section, from approximately 143 cm onwards, indicate a
much lower concentration of fine, SD grains than the preceding section of core. As ARM
measurements are more sensitive to smaller grainsizes this likely only indicates that there is
a decrease in the proportion of smaller magnetic grains, and that this section of the core is
dominated by larger PSD and MD grains. The Day plot (Fig. 4.7) also indicates an average
grainsize larger that the other three cores, with a number of potential MD grains, and with
far fewer grains that are within the PSD bounds.
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The increase in magnetic grainsize at 143 cm coincides with a change in lithology to
stratified diamicton. The lithological shift also correlates with a marked increase in MAD3
and a degradation in the quality of paleomagnetic results (Fig. 4.2). Sediments in the upper
portion of the core, with it’s significantly lower MAD3 and clearly defined ChRM, as well
as the greater concentration of SD grains, were likely deposited in an open marine setting.
The diamicton layer found at the base of the core was likely deposited near or during the
Last Glacial Maximum, as the sample site was significantly behind the grounding line at
that time according to reconstructions of ice sheet retreat ages (Bentley et al., 2014; McKay
et al., 2008). This environment may have resulted in a greater quantity of larger MD grains
being delivered to the sample site as indicated by changes in the ARM/κ and ARM/SIRM
ratios.

Stability of Magnetisation
In order to determine when greigite is present, and therefore the likelihood of a CRM being
present, TDMS and FORC analyses were carried out on selected samples from within the
core. FORC analyses indicate the presence of various magnetite grainsizes only. The only
potential exception is the 195 cm sample from Category 4 (Fig. 4.5, Table 4.2), however,
that appears to be displaying near-bullseye behaviour (ex. in Fig. 1.11), which may indicate
a mixed magnetite-greigite mineralogy. Despite this, the presence or absence of a CRM
within this core does not need to be considered when interpreting the results as there is no
coherent ChRM for the majority of the core to be altered.
TDMS analyses also showed some variation between results, especially sample Fig. 4.8 (c)
that has a distinct difference between the shape of the heating and cooling curves indicating
thermochemical modification or destruction has occurred. TDMS sample (b) is an example
of a reversible heating and cooling curve, which indicates the magnetic mineralogy of the
sediment has not been modified by the heating process. In this case the Curie temperature of the sediment in the sample is approximately 600◦ , which is a temperature that
is consistent with the presence of magnetite (Dunlop and Ozdemir, 1997; Fabian et al., 2013).
The decline in the quality of demagnetisation data across the core from 143 cm onwards
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strongly corresponds with a decrease in the concentration of finer grained magnetic minerals, as indicated by the ARM/κ ratio (Fig. 4.4). This is unsurprising, as a finer-grained
magnetic lithology would be expected to produce a clearer ChRM than the one measured, as
is indicated by the first 100 cm of core. in addition, FORC and TDMS analyses are unable to
indicate the presence or absence of IRD within the core. IRD overprinting is also capable of
disrupting the ChRM of the core, potentially resulting in the uninterpretable inclination data
recorded.

4.3

RS15-GC101 Conclusion

• No magnetostratigraphy, and therefore no chronology, was able to be produced from
RS15-GC101 due to the lack of a reversal within this core sample. In addition to this,
a secular variation curve was also not created due to significant portions of the core below 100 cm being completely uninterpretable with no discernible ChRM component,
and an extremely high MAD3.
• Due to its location proximal to the Ross Ice Shelf the u-channel contained numerous
dropstones, some of which are strongly magnetised and overprinted the background
DRM. IRD is also present in greater quantities in the deeper portion of the core (below
100 cm) which may explain the poor demagnetisation behaviour.
• Magnetic grainsize increased downcore, with SD and PSD grains dominating from 0
cm to 143 cm, and MD grains dominating from 143 cm onwards.
• From 105 cm downcore there is a drop in the relative concentration of fine magnetic
grains that is continued for the remainder of the core, as shown by ARM/κ in Fig. 4.4.
• TDMS and FORC analyses of the core indicate that the overall magnetic mineralogy is
dominated by magnetite and is relatively consistent even with changing concentrations
and grainsizes, however there is some evidence of the presence of greigite.
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4.4
4.4.1

RS15-GC102 Results
Sedimentary Log

The sedimentary log for RS15-GC102 is shown in Fig. 4.9. The first 55 cm of core is
composed of the same olive grey diatomaceous mud as RS15-GC101, with a section from
43 cm to 53 cm missing from the u-channels. The KOPRI initial core descriptions noted a 2
cm thick fine sand layer at 45 cm in the original core, this was included in the stratigraphic
column. From 55 cm to 71 cm the core is composed of a granulated, yellow-brown facies
with the remainder of the core being composed of a grey diamict.

4.4.2

Natural Remanent Magnetisation

The NRM varied between 1.20 x10-3 A/m and 29.35 x10-3 A/m. It gradually increases
downcore to 18.80 x10-3 A/m at 43 cm, before dropping and fluctuating around a median
of 5.68 x10-3 A/m until the base of the core. The average value across the entire core was
7.31 x10-3 A/m, with a median of 5.87 x10-3 A/m. Three narrow peaks in NRM intensity
are present in the core, at 0.85 m (19.39 x10-3 A/m), 1.97 m (19.78 x10-3 A/m) and 2.61 m
(29.35 x10-3 A/m) (Fig. 4.10), with an average intensity of 22.84 x10-3 A/m.
The first 10 cm of the sample had the lowest average magnetic susceptibility compared to
the rest of the sample, at 13.9. This then sharply increases to a narrow peak of 95 at 24 cm,
before dropping to an average of 63.6 between 25 cm and 43 cm. There is then another
narrow peak at 47 cm of 120, the highest value recorded. The susceptibility of the sample
then dropped and remained relatively stable around a median of 40 for the remainder of the
core. The lowest recorded value is 10. As this measurement is dimensionless, there is no unit.

4.4.3

Demagnetisation Behaviour

The time averaged inclination of the geomagnetic field at the latitude of RS15-GC102
is -83.4◦ and +83.4◦ for normal or reverse polarity respectively. Magnetisation direction
fluctuates abruptly throughout the core and rarely agrees with the calculated GAD inclination. The average inclination along the entire core is -40.5◦ , with the lowest value
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Figure 4.9: Stratigraphic column of RS15-GC102. Red shading indicates the section of the core that
was not present in the u-channels.
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being -87.1◦ at 31 cm and the highest 68.9◦ at 73 cm. 93.0% of the core has an inclination
of less than 0◦ , with 20% of the core being within 10◦ of the GAD and 28% being within 20◦ .
MAD3 values for the first 43 cm are significantly lower than the remaining length of core,
with an average of 1.79◦ . Below 53 cm there is a gradual increase in MAD3 to 26.8◦ at 75
cm. MAD3 fluctuates substantially beyond this which is then followed by variation between
high and low MAD3 values. The average for this section of the core is 10.9◦ . The lowest
value for the core from 43 cm to 345 cm is 1.1◦ at 104 cm, with the largest being 34.3◦ at
251 cm.

Demagnetisation Categories
A description of each demagnetisation category encountered in RS15-GC102, and shown in
Fig. 4.11, follows in Table 4.4.
The jumps in magnetisation strength visible at the 70 mT demagnetisation steps in categories
B C and D in Fig. 4.11 are suspected flux jumps, that were not remeasured due to human
error.

Figure 4.10: Downcore plot of the lithology (a), NRM intensity (b), ARM intensity (c), Magnetic
Susceptibility (d), MAD3 (e), ChRM Inclination (f), and Geomagnetic Polarity (g) of RS15-GC102. 2
cm of ARM intensity (c) data was removed either side of the core breaks represented by the horizontal
red lines. Vertical blue lines represent the calculated GAD inclination. There is an initial low noise
period displaying normal polarity behaviour, but the remainder of the core displays a significantly
higher MAD3 value and a polarity that was unable to be determined. Horizontal black lines represent
core breaks. No sediment was recovered in u-channel form between 0.43-0.53 m, but observations
made of the core itself were included in the sedimentary log.
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Category A consists of a single component, straight line demagnetisation plot
Category A

that consistently returns to the origin. MAD3 values remain low (<5◦ )
throughout this section. Inclination is clear and easily discernible
Category B does not demagnetise as smoothly as A, with a MAD3 value

Category B

of <5◦ for the primary component. Second component consists
of tight clustering/stacking of points at AF strengths of 60 mT and higher.
Primary component is clear between 20 mT and 60 mT, and is similar to

Category C

the primary component of B but with a higher MAD3 of >10. Secondary
component is present at AF strengths of >60 and displays looser clustering
and/or curving of points than B.

Category C1

Identical behaviour to C, but the primary component does not return to the origin.
High noise to signal ratio along the length of the primary component. A

Category D

VRM component from 0-20 mT is the only portion of a straight
demagnetisation vector, if it is present at all.
Multi-component system. Primary component between 20-60 mT, with

Category E

second component at right angles to the first present at AF field strengths
over 60 mT. MAD3 is ≥10

Category F

Measurements were uninterpretable, with very large amounts of noise and
no discernible principle component that could be analysed.

Table 4.4: Demagnetisation behavioural categories for RS15-GC102 from Fig. 4.11

4.4.4

Magnetic Mineralogy

ARM
ARM results show a substantial amount of downcore variation in RS15-GC102. ARM
initially rises, before plateauing at 5.72 x10-5 A/m from 14 cm to 41 cm. From 0.55 cm
until the core break at 198 cm, ARM becomes highly variable with a series of smooth peaks
and troughs, the highest of which is 13.5 x10-5 A/m at 137 cm. From this core break a
near-plateau with a slight increase occurs, beginning at 8.25 x10-5 (207 cm) and ending at
9.98 x10-5 (300 cm). However a singular peak of 13.5 x10-5 A/m does occur at 261 cm.
From this point ARM begins to decrease sharply to 6.84 x10-5 A/m at 340 cm, with the
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Figure 4.11: Plot of the PCA analyses of RS15-GC102. Open and closed squares correspond
to vertical and horizontal components. Stereoplots are equal area projections. Blue lines
indicate calculated PCA, red coloured markers indicate the measurements used for PCA
calculations. The 70 mT demagnetisation steps for B, C, and D are suspected flux jumps.
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exception of slight rises at 311 cm (786 x10-5 A/m) and 333 cm (7.97 x10-5 A/m).
The ratio of ARM to κ (Figs. 4.12, 5.6) indicates a degree of downcore variation in
concentration, with only a short span from 22 cm to the end of the first section at 43 cm
remaining relatively consistent at an average of 8.96 x10-7 . The initial 21 cm displays a
steep linear increase from 1.85 x10-6 to 4.60 x10-6 . The ratio remained between 5.69 x10-7
and 7.93 x10-6 with an average of 2.39 x10-6 .
ARM/SIRM (Fig. 4.12) displayed a very shallow increasing trend downcore, with the
addition of a slight increase from 0.76 x10-2 to 2.86 x10-2 occurring between 30 cm and 53
cm, before returning to 0.682 x10-2 at 55 cm. A short increase also occurred between 140
cm and 155 cm to 2.86 x10-2 . The ratio remained between 0.314 x10-2 and 2.86 x10-2 , with
an average of 1.36 x10-2 across all samples.

Hysteresis and IRM
Coercivity (Hc) was highly variable over the first 55 cm, with two significant drops occurring
at 40 and 53 cm with values of 6.46 mT and 5.33 mT (Fig. 4.13). From 55 cm to 135 cm,
Hc displayed a slight increase from 15.63 mT to 19.69 mT. This was followed by a decrease
to 11.81 mT at 205 cm, with two drops to 11.31 mT and 12.32 mT at 145 cm and 175 cm
respectively. Between 215 cm and 270 cm Hc once again increases from 15.02 mT to 18.97
mT. Between 290 cm and 325 cm a final decrease occurred from 21.51 mT to 11.50 mT.
Remanence (Mr) had very little variation overall.
at 53 cm to 0.208 x10

-2

Mr decreases followed by a drop

Am2 /kg . Mr then stabilised from 65 cm to the base of the

core, with two much smaller peaks and troughs from 140 cm to 220 cm. These occur at
165 cm and 195 cm, with values of 0.990 x10 -2 Am2 /kg and 1.95 x10 -2 Am2 /kg respectively.
Saturation (Ms) has a sharp spike to 5.31 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 5 cm, followed by a decrease to
1.19 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 50 cm, before increasing again to 4.76 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 53 cm. Ms
then plateaus until a peak of 6.20 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 165 cm. A trough occurs between this
peak and another peak at 195 cm with a value of 6.63 x10-2 Am2 /kg. Beyond this, a decrease
occurs from 3.26 x10-2 at 215 cm until at the base of the core at 2.48 x10-2 Am2 /kg, with the
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Figure 4.12: Ratios of ARM to Magnetic Susceptibility and SIRM in RS15-GC102.
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exception of a peak to 6.81 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 275 cm.
Remanence of Saturation (Mrs) had an initial lower period with a decreasing trend across
the first 45 cm to near zero, before rising sharply back up to 0.809 x10 -2 Am2 /kg at 55 cm.
Mrs then remained steady with little variation and a very slight decrease from this point
onwards, with the exception of a small oscillations at 150 cm and 200 cm.
Coercivity of Remanence (Hcr) was very consistent downcore, with the exception of slight
decreasing trends across the first 53 cm and final 60 cm. Between 55 cm and 285 cm there
was very little variation around the median value of 45.52 mT, with a peak of 57.32 mT at
290 cm. Hcr then slopes downwards until the base of the core at 40.64 mT (345 cm) with a
sharp drop to 28.93 mT at 330 cm.

Minimum

Maximum

Median

Average

Coercivity (Hc, mT)

5.33

21.51

15.98

15.35

Remanence (Mr, Am2 /kg)

0.208 x10-2

1.05 x10-2

0.593 x10-2

0.571 x10-2

Saturation (Ms, Am2 /kg)

1.16 x10-2

6.81 x10-2

3.06 x10-2

3.19 x10-2

0.194 x10-2

1.03 x10-2

0.583 x10-2

0.565 x10-2

28.93

57.32

45.13

44.52

Remanence of Saturation
2

(Mrs, Am /kg)
Coercivity of Remanence
(Hcr, mT)
Table 4.5: Minimum, Maximum, Median, and Average values for Hysteresis and IRM measurements
of RS15-GC102 (Fig. 4.13.

4.5

RS15-GC102 Discussion

4.5.1

Environmental Magnetism

Magnetic Mineralogy
RS15-GC102, as with RS15-GC101, also has significant signs of downcore changes in
both the concentration and grainsize of the magnetic minerals. As shown in Fig. 4.13, Hcr
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Figure 4.13: Plot of Hysteresis and IRM analyses of RS15-GC102.
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Figure 4.14: Day Plot of RS15-LC100, RS15-GC101, RS15-GC102, and RS15-GC107. Singledomain (SD), pseudo–single-domain (PSD), and multidomain (MD) parameters are from Day et al.
(1977).
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shows a relatively clear and consistent pattern, whereas Ms has slight variation indicating
consistent mineralogy but less consistent concentrations downcore. ARM/κ ratios also
correlate with this, as the average ratio is extremely low indicating low concentrations of
small single domain magnetic grains within the core. This is potentially the cause of the
variation in ChRM inclination and the increase in noise that occurs below 43 cm, with only a
short interval from 319 cm to 326 cm displaying Category 1 behaviour (Fig. 4.10, Table 4.4)
However this destabilisation may be caused by the presence of dropstones, some of which
may be strongly magnetised and overprinting the DRM of the sediment in this interval. Due
to lack of an accurate IRD count for RS15-GC102 the quantity of dropstones present is
unknown.
ARM/κ are substantially different to that encountered in any of the other four cores, but
share the strongest similarity to RS15-GC101. The ARM/κ ratio is orders of magnitude
lower than RS15-GC101 with the highest being 7.93 x10-6 , while the lowest in RS15-GC101
is 1.86 x10-2 .
The ARM/SIRM ratios (Fig. 4.12) are very similar to that encountered in RS15-GC101,
with the average ratio for RS15-GC102 being 1.4 x10-2 compared to RS15-GC101’s
average of 1.5 x10-2 . This indicates a similar magnetic grainsize in both RS15-GC102
and RS15-GC101, with the ratio indicating single domain grain behaviour (Butler and
Banerjee, 1975; Schmidbauer and Schembera, 1987). This is in slight contrast to the Day
plot for RS15-GC102, which indicates that the sediments sampled were dominated by a
pseudo-single domain grainsize scheme with two potential multi-domain samples (Fig.
4.14). However, recent research ((Roberts et al., 2018a)) has cast doubt on the accuracy
of the Day plot, as it does not take into account a number of important variables such as
interactions between magnetic grains.

4.5.2

Depositional Environment

RS15-GC102 is extremely similar to RS15-GC101, with the exception of a pelletised facies
which is not present in RS15-GC101. This similarity is unsurprising due to their location
proximal to each other. The facies present in the sequence are highly characteristic of a
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glacial to interglacial transition. The sediment transitions from a sub-glacial diamict at the
base of the core, to a brief pelletised facies from an environment proximal to the grounding
line at 45 cm, to an olive grey mud from an open marine environment in almost exactly the
form shown in Prothro et al. (2018) and, especially for the 56 cm transition to the pelletised
facies, at a near-identical depth to RS15-GC101. This also explains the sudden increase
in noise after the first section of the core, as a reliable DRM would be significantly harder
to deposit in a subglacial environment behind or at the grounding line. In addition to this,
glacial erosion of the sediment would also modify or remove a DRM that had had been
deposited prior to glaciation of the sample site. However, due to the fact that a 10 cm
section of RS15-GC102 from 43 cm to 53 cm a direct comparison was not able to be made
as to any changes in the magnetic field behaviour across the transition point. In addition to
comparison of changes in lithology to other glacial-interglacial transitions, changes in trend
occurred in Hc, Mr, Ms, Mrs, and Hcr at or near the 43 cm mark indicating potential changes
in magnetic mineralogy and concentrations. This is likely indicative of the transition from
an open marine depositional environment, to a sub-ice sheet depositional environment with
significantly increased concentrations of IRD. This has resulted in the majority of the core
being almost entirely uninterpretable.

4.5.3

Stability of Magnetisation

While the upper 43 cm of RS15-GC102 has a well-defined steep normal polarity magnetisation with a very low MAD3, the rest of the core has a highly variable MAD3 with a varying
inclination (Figure 4.10) similar to RS15-GC101. The first 0 mT to 20 mT demagnetisation
steps were almost always had a VRM. The VRM was especially prominent when the ChRM
was not aligned with the GAD (Fig. 4.11 C). From 20 mT to 60 mT was where the majority
of the ChRMs identified in RS15-GC102 were present, with a second component present in
a number of the behavioural categories at demagnetisation steps above this, such as category
C, C1, and E.
The shallow inclination in the top 5 cm of the core are most likely due to disturbance of
the surface sediments during coring. The results from RS15-GC102 are far more difficult
to interpret with no discernible ChRM for significant portions of the core, and contains
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much more noise than RS15-GC107. This resulted in the lower 300 cm of the core being
uninterpreted with regards to a polarity. Due to this, it was impossible to construct a paleomagnetic age model for this core. RS15-GC102 displays similar types of demagnetisation
behaviour to that encountered in RS15-GC101, with secondary components present at
higher demagnetisation levels.
One of the likely reasons for the difficulty encountered with interpreting RS15-GC102 is its
location. Being located on the continental shelf close to the ice shelf front increases the likelihood of strongly magnetized drop stones in the sediment. In addition to this, the sub-glacial
diamict found in the lower sections of the core is not well suited to preserving a DRM.
The same pattern of an initially low noise, stable inclination magnetisation at the top of
the core, before the magnetic signal collapses, is near-identical to that found in RS15-GC101.
While there is no evidence of a CRM, the presence or absence of a CRM within this core
does not need to be considered when interpreting the results as there is no coherent ChRM
for the majority of the core.

4.6

RS15-GC102 Conclusion

• As with RS15-GC101, RS15-GC102 did not result in the production of a magnetostratigraphy or secular variation curve. This was the result of a ChRM that was
uninterpretable for the majority of the length of the core, with only a small initial
section of the core having a stable, consistent ChRM.

• RS15-GC102 is also likely to be a Holocene core, and displays an ice margin retreat
record consisting of a change to a marine depositional environment from a subglacial
depositional environment.

• Hysteresis and IRM results indicate downcore changes in grainsize that are also
represented in ARM and Magnetic Susceptibility. These changes in grainsize are
unsurprising, considering the very similar results to RS15-GC101 and the core
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site’s proximity to the Ross Ice Shelf and the supply of terrigenous sediment that
results. Low concentrations of SD grains are present downcore when compared to
RS15-GC107 with it’s substantially more coherent ChRM, and as a result a very poor
DRM was recorded in the sediment. In addition, proximity to the ice shelf has led to
the deposition of dropstones, some of which are strongly magnetised and overprinted
the background DRM.

• Hysteresis and IRM results for this core indicate that magnetite is the dominant
magnetic mineral. FORC and TDMS analyses were not carried out, however the
proximity to RS15-GC101 means it likely has the same sediment source, and therefore
the same dominant magnetic mineral.
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Chapter 5
Off-Shore Depositional Environment
RS15-GC107
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RS15-GC107 is located offshore of the continental slope on the abyssal plane, in 3050 m
of water. This is a significantly different depositional environment to the much shallower
locations of RS15-LC100, RS15-GC101, and RS15-GC102 on the continental shelf.

5.1
5.1.1

Results
Sedimentary Log

The lithologic description for RS15-GC107 is shown in Fig. 5.1. Sections one (0 cm - 95
cm) and two (95 cm - 245 cm) consisted entirely of a uniform, grey, diatomaceous mud
with sparse black dropstones. A 4 mm black dropstone was present at 42 cm, a 5 mm
dropstone was present at 46.3 cm, a smaller 2 mm dropstone was present at 69.8 cm, a 1 mm
dropstone was located at 118 cm, and a 2mm dropstone was located at 180 cm. Section three
(245 cm - 395 cm) consisted of an olive grey diatom-bearing mud, with a greater quantity
of dropstones. A large, 10 mm dropstone was located at 250 cm, a much smaller 1 mm
dropstone was located at 261.5 cm, two 1 mm dropstones were located side by side at 268
cm, and the last observed dropstone was 4 mm at 380.5 cm. Section four (395 cm to 545
cm) was composed of an identical olive grey diatom bearing mud, with sparse dropstones.
Section five (545 cm to 695 cm) was also composed of the same olive grey diatom bearing
mud with sparse dropstones, as was section six (695 cm to 835 cm).

5.1.2

Natural Remanent Magnetisation

NRM intensity in RS15-GC107 varied between 0.487 x10-3 A/m and 41.61 x10-3 A/m with
an average of 9.78 x10-3 A/m. NRM begins with a peak in intensity of 41.61 x10-3 A/m at
9 cm, before declining to 5.40 x10-3 A/m at 460 cm and then plateauing at an average of
4.26 x10-3 A/m until 720 cm. Between 720 cm and the base of the core a NRM increases
to 15.12 x10-3 A/m (excluding a narrow peak to 29.89 at 789 cm), before decreasing to
0.4870 x10-3 A/m at the base of the core. In addition to the initial peak at 9 cm, there are
four other significant narrow peaks in NRM intensity that appear in the middle of the last
four sections, visible in Fig. 5.2. These have an average intensity of 29.55 x10-3 A/m and a
variation between them of ±3.49 x10-3 A/m, and are found at an average of 154 cm apart.
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Figure 5.1: Stratigraphic column of RS15-GC107.
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Figure 5.2: Downcore plot of the lithology (a), NRM intensity (b), ARM intensity (c), Magnetic
Susceptibility (d), MAD3 (e), ChRM Inclination (f), and Geomagnetic Polarity (g) of RS15-GC107.
2 cm of ARM intensity (c) data was removed either side of the core breaks represented by horizontal
red lines, vertical blue lines represent the calculated GAD at the sample site. Several changes in
polarity were recorded and able to be correlated with the GPTS.

Magnetic susceptibility remained between 0.670 x10-4 and 22.44 x10-4 . The susceptibility of
the sample remained relatively stable with decreases at each section break until 520 cm with
a median of 5.45 x10-4 , with the exception of peaks at 124 cm, 151 cm, and 298 cm. A sight
upward trend from this point until 9.15 x10-4 at 843 cm was recorded, with similar behaviour
at section breaks as the initial 520 cm. As this measurement is dimensionless, there is no unit.

Figure 5.3: Example of a small dropstone from section 5 of RS15-GC107. The end of the ruler
placed at the top of the core section, to the left of the photo. The gouge to the left of the dropstone is
a result of sampling of the u-channel for VSM and TDMS analyses. U-channel section had already
undergone AF demagnetisation at this stage.
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5.1.3

Demagnetisation Behaviour

The time averaged inclination of the geomagnetic field at the latitude of RS15-GC107 is
-78◦ and 78◦ for normal or reverse polarity respectively. The minimum inclination value
measured was -89.2◦ , with the maximum value being 88.2◦ . The data indicate three polarity
zones in GC107 with inclinations aligned with the calculated GAD for reversed polarity,
these being R1, R2 and R3 shown in Fig. 5.15 beginning at approximately 462 cm, 530 cm,
and 780 cm respectively.
MAD3 values remained low and had little variation until the end of section 1 at 94 cm, with
an average of 2.00◦ . MAD3 remains stable at a higher average of 8.5◦ from 95 cm to 245
cm, at the end of section 2. The average across this section is 9.5◦ . MAD3 at the start of
section 3 is noticeably lower than section 2 between 245 cm and 260 cm. From 260 cm
to the base of the core, excluding the interval from 427 cm to 555 cm, there is an increase
in the variability of MAD3 with alternating high and low values. The average across this
section is 12.6◦ . Between 427 cm and 555 cm there are is a marked increase in MAD3, up
to a maximum of 42.0◦ with an average of 21.7◦ . The lowest value for the core is 0.6◦ , the
largest 42.0◦ , with an overall average of 8.4◦ . It was observed that 66.5% of RS15-GC107
had a MAD3 value of <10◦ , 32.0% had a value of <5◦ , and 8.3% had a value of <2◦ .

Demagnetisation Behaviour Categories

A description of each demagnetisation behavioural category encountered in RS15-GC107,
and shown in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5, follows.
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Figure 5.4: Demagnetisation behaviour of categories A, A1, B, B1, B2, and B3 from RS15-GC107.
Open and closed squares correspond to vertical and horizontal components. Stereoplots are equal
area projections. Blue lines indicate calculated PCA, red coloured markers indicate the points used
for PCA calculation.
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Figure 5.5: Demagnetisation behaviour of categories C, D, D1, E, F, and G from RS15-GC107.
Open and closed squares correspond to vertical and horizontal components. Stereoplots are equal
area projections. Blue lines indicate calculated PCA, red coloured markers indicate the points used
for PCA calculation.
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Figure 5.6: Ratio of ARM to Magnetic Susceptibility for RS15-GC107.

Category A consists of a single component, straight line demagnetisation
Category A

plot that consistently returns to the origin. MAD3 values remain low (<5◦ )
throughout this section. The demagnetisation vector is clear and easily discernible.

Category A1

Category B

Straight single component, but with a higher noise level than category A
(MAD3 >5◦ ).
Two component system, with curved first component and a straight second
component, with second component terminating at the origin.

Category B1

Two component system, with both components demagnetising in a straight
line and the second component terminating at the origin.

Category B2

Two component system. Easily distinguishable ChRM, with second
component comprised of a VRM overprint with a normal polarity.

Category B3

Two component system, with initial component forming a straight line
and second component forming a curve.

Table 5.1: Demagnetisation behavioural categories for RS15-GC107 from Fig. 5.4
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Initial straight section of demagnetisation, with a ‘cluster’ of
Category C

points for the higher AF field strength measurements.
Does not completely demagnetise.

Category D
Category D1

High noise to signal ratio, but primary component is still distinguishable
Initial smooth demagnetisation, with increasing noise to signal ratio
at higher AF field strength measurements.

Category E

Three components, at right angles to each other.

Category F

Circular demagnetisation pattern, with no discernible principle component.

Category G

Measurements were uninterpretable, with very large amounts of noise
and no discernible principle component that could be analysed.

Table 5.2: Demagnetisation behavioural categories for RS15-GC107 from Fig. 5.5

Magnetozones
Magnetic inclination data was used to identify a number of distinct magnetozones. N1 spans
from the top of the core to 459 cm with the exception of U1 from 219 cm to 228 cm and U2
from 276 cm to 301 cm; R1 spans 474 cm to 497 cm; N2 spans 497 cm to 530 cm; R2 spans
535 cm to 735 cm; N3 is from 735 cm to 775 cm; and R3 spans from 817 cm to the base of
the core. These magnetozones are also displayed in Fig. 5.15.

5.1.4

Magnetic Mineralogy

ARM
ARM varied between 0.776 x10-4 A/m and 2.45 x10-4 A/m, with an average of 1.88 x10-04
A/m. ARM intensity gradually increases downcore, from 1.85 at 7 cm to a peak of 2.45
x10-4 at 7.14 cm. ARM measurements within 2 cm of a core break were removed.
The ratio of ARM to κ (Figs. 5.7, 5.6) remains relatively consistent downcore with a
gradual increase to approx. 410 cm, before gradually decreasing. Fluctuations occur over
short periods around the average ratio. Cyclical spikes occur approximately every 150 cm at
100 cm, 253 cm, 404 cm, 557 cm, and a final smaller spike at 711 cm. The first four have
an average amplitude of 2.31 while the last has an amplitude of 1.03. The ratio remained
between 0.09 and 0.92 with an average of 0.31, excepting the cyclical spikes.
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ARM/SIRM (Fig. 5.7) displayed a very shallow increase from the top of the core to 455
cm, from approximately 0.05 x10-2 to 2.72 x10-2 . Beyond this point ARM/SIRM begins to
decrease very shallowly again until the base of the core, with the exception of an extremely
high reading of 1.72 x102 at 670 cm. The ARM/SIRM ratio, with the exception of the 670
cm measurement, remained between 0.897 x10-2 and 3.55 x10-2 with an average of 2.33
x10-2 across all samples and a standard deviation of 0.00512.

FORC Analyses
The FORC analyses of RS15-GC107 (shown in Fig. 5.8) have been broken down into four
main categories of behaviour, and compared with the identifying features in Roberts et al.
(2014) in order to determine the characteristics of the sample. These four categories are as
shown in Table 5.3.

Category 1

Category 2

Thin, elongated profile with an Hc of 60 mT to 80 mT.

(a), (b),

Significantly narrower base than categories 3 and 4.

(c), (f), (j)

Noise, likely due to improperly packed sediment sample allowing

(d)

movement inside gel capsule.
Significantly broader base than category 1, usually with an Hu of
Category 3

40 - 50 mT. Average maximum Hc across this category is approx. 80 mT
with some variation.

(e), (g),
(k)

Category 3 behaviour, but with a significantly stronger response.
Category 4

Shallower shoulder slope and an Hc of 50 mT or higher, up to

(i), (m)

100 mT in (i). Hc of 80 mT at minimum.
Table 5.3: Table of the categories of FORC behaviour encountered in RS15-GC107 (Fig. 5.8).

Figure 5.8: First Order Reversal Curves from RS15-GC107, showing the consistent results
encountered downcore. Most variation occurs in the intensity of the results, with Hu and
Hc values remaining relatively similar. Sample (d) is the result of an insufficiently packed
sample allowing movement of sediment to occur, resulting in an anomalous result.
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Figure 5.7: Ratios of ARM to Magnetic Susceptibility (k) and ARM to SIRM in RS15-GC107,
showing relative changes in grainsize. ARM/SIRM was not scaled to include the 670 cm sample as it
is anomalous.
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Hysteresis and IRM

All measurements covered in this section are shown in Fig. 5.9.
Coercivity (Hc) decreases initially trend over the first 220 cm. This trend then shallows with
a very slight decrease (from 15.3 mT at 220 cm to 14.7 mT at 835 cm) for the remainder
of the core. This plateau is punctuated by several sharp, short duration troughs at 315 cm,
330 cm, 405 cm, and 420 cm with an average of 10.0 mT. In addition to this there are numerous smaller peaks and troughs, but the overall average trend is very shallowly decreasing.
Remanence (Mr) has an initial large increase at 50 cm to 1.74 x10-2 Am2 /kg, the highest
recorded value. The average value then decreases until reaching 0.483 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 415
cm, at which point Mr began to steadily increase to the base of the core at 1.12 x10-2 Am2 /kg.
Saturation (Ms) remained fairly consistent over the length of the core, with no sustained
deviations from the slightly increasing trend. The overall trend for the initial portion of
the core was consistent, with the exception of a significant peak at 85 cm of 16.6 x10-2
Am2 /kg. This is significantly higher than the average reading of 3.60 x10-2 Am2 /kg. From
approximately 375 cm, Ms began to trend towards a shallow linear increase, along with
four short lived peaks to higher values occurring. These are located at 420 cm (9.13 x10-2
Am2 /kg), 525 cm (6.98 x10-2 Am2 /kg), 590 cm (5.89 x10-2 Am2 /kg), and at 710 cm (6.72
x10-2 Am2 /kg).
Remanence of Saturation (Mrs) displayed several different trends at different points downcore. The first 95 cm show large amounts of variation, up to 1.70 x10-2 Am2 /kg, the highest
value recorded. Beyond this Mrs trends down slightly to 220 cm. At 260 cm another short
period of instability occurs with sharp fluctuations over short distances, up to a maximum
of 1.51 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 315 cm. There is then a short downward trend from 0.707 x10-2
Am2 /kg at 320 cm to 0.527 x10-2 Am2 /kg at 375 cm. A gradual upward trend to the base of
the core follows this to the base of the core at 835 cm (1.10 x10-2 Am2 /kg).
Coercivity of Remanence (Hcr) displayed an initial downward trend over the first 220 cm,
before stabilising at an average of 38.4 mT for the remainder of the core. However, five
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small peaks did occur above this average, with the largest deviation being 48.7 mT at 560
cm. In addition, a large drop to 16.2 mT was recorded at 315 cm, the lowest recorded value.

Minimum

Maximum

Median

Average

Coercivity (Hc, mT)

7.69

23.9

15.9

15.8

Remanence (Mr, Am2 /kg)

0.483 x10-2

1.74 x10-2

0.827 x10-2

0.863 x10-2

Saturation (Ms, Am2 /kg)

1.63 x10-2

16.6 x10-2

3.32 x10-2

3.60 x10-2

0.474 x10-2

1.70 x10-2

0.815 x10-2

0.845 x10-2

16.2

59.9

38.6

40.0

Remanence of
2

Saturation (Mrs, Am /kg)
Coercivity of
Remanence (Hcr, mT)
Table 5.4: Minimum, Maximum, Median, and Average values for Hysteresis and IRM measurements
of RS15-GC107 (Fig. 5.9.

TDMS
All five heating curves behaved in a near identical fashion initially, with a gradual increase in magnetic susceptibility until the maximum is reached, beyond which point the
susceptibility decreases rapidly. However they diverge slightly with regards to the point at
which the magnetic susceptibility begins to decrease, with samples from 295 cm and 765
cm beginning at approx. 550◦ C and samples from 35 cm, 485 cm, and 540 cm beginning
at closer to approx. 500◦ C. Cooling curve behaviour also displayed variation with three
categories of behaviour. The first category consisted of a larger, more rounded cooling
curve with a magnetic susceptibility significantly different to that of the heating curve.
Samples at 35 cm and 485 cm displayed this behaviour (Fig. 5.10 (a, c)). The second
category consisted of a cooling curve that was parallel or near parallel to the heating
curve with only minor differences in magnetic susceptibility when compared to category
1. This behaviour is displayed by samples at 295 cm and 765 cm (Fig. 5.10 (b, e)).
The third category of behaviour was only displayed at 540 cm, and consists of a cooling
curve that gradually diverges from the heating curve as the temperature drops (Fig. 5.10 (d)).
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Figure 5.9: Downcore plot of Hysteresis and IRM analyses of RS15-GC107.
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Figure 5.10: TDMS behaviour from RS15-GC107. Heating curves are in red, cooling curves are in
blue. All values have been normalised.
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5.1.5

X-Radiograph

The X-Ray images shown in Fig. 5.11 show significant quantities of IRD in various
concentrations throughout the core. This is shown more clearly in the gravel count carried
out by Albot (2016), to determine the total presence of IRD within RS15-GC107 (Fig.
5.12) and an example collected within the u-channel is shown in Fig. 5.3. Albot (2016)’s
analyses of the x-ray images revealed a ‘monotonous lithology with common to complete
bioturbation and abundant clasts.’ She also noted that they occurred in ‘concentrated layers’
throughout the entire record, which may be indicative of Heinrich stadia or other event that
result in increased IRD production. This may also be the result of the winnowing out of
finer sediments by strong water currents.
It is important to note that it was the core itself that was x-rayed and not the u-channels used
in this thesis. This means that, unless a particular piece of IRD was close to the surface of
the working half of the core, and had the u-channel placed over the top of it, it would not be
sampled as part of the u-channel. This is good, however, as less IRD within the u-channel
sample reduces the noise caused by IRD due to their overprinting effect (Fig. 1.5).

5.2
5.2.1

Discussion
Chronologies

No independent age control in the form of biostratigraphic constraints are available. This
limits the level of confidence in the age model, as the accuracy of the correlations cannot be
confirmed.
Two potential age models have been developed for RS15-GC107 (Figs. 5.15, 5.14) and with
the aforementioned absence of an independent age control either is possible. Both models
have the same first date in the core of 0.774 Ma, at slightly different depths of 520 cm for
the first model and 460 cm for the second. Both models also assume that the top of the core
is composed of modern sediments and has remained intact during sampling. Beyond this,
however, the age models diverge significantly. There are a number of supporting arguments
for each model, and these arguments, along with the summary of each age model, will be
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discussed.
With a sample site located off shore in an area with a consistent sedimentation rate, the
rate of sedimentation between each correlated point has been calculated by dividing the
depth between two correlated depths/dates by the timespan, and should remain consistent
between each correlated point as seen in Fig. 5.15. If large variation in sedimentation rate
are calculated for one set of correlations, and a small variation in sedimentation is calculated
for another, the correlation with the smallest degree of variation is likely to be more accurate.

Figure 5.13: Depth-age profiles for the two age models. Arrows indicate sedimentation rates, where
a steeper gradient indicates a faster sedimentation rate. The sharp change in calculated sedimentation
rate in the first age model is clearly visible at 0.774 Ma.

First Age Model
The first model (Fig. 5.14) divides RS15-GC107 into four magnetozones, with two normal
polarity intervals (C1n and C1r.1n) and two reverse polarity intervals (C1r.1r and C1r.2r),
which were correlated with the GPTS from Cohen and Gibbard (2016). In addition, three
uninterpretable polarity intervals were present (U1, U2, and U3). The first polarity reversal
at approx. 530 cm represents the C1n - C1r.1r boundary between the Brunhes and Matuyama
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chrons, with an age of 0.774 Ma. The C1r.1r chron then spans from approx. 530 cm to the
C1r.1r - C1r.1n boundary at approx. 730 cm, with an age of 0.990 Ma. The lower boundary
of the Jaramillo chron (C1r.1n) at approx. 775 cm represents the oldest dateable point in this
age model, at 1.071 Ma..
Unlike the second age model, the calculated sedimentation rates (Fig. 5.13) do not change
significantly downcore. The calculated rate for the first chron is 0.68 cm/kyr, with the rate
for the remainder of the core averaging 0.72 cm/kyr. This is a much less significant change
than the 0.60 cm/kyr to 0.29 cm/kyr transition present in the fist model. The calculated
rate of 0.72 cm/kyr for the core below 530 cm (0.774 Ma) is consistent with that of the
RS15-LC108 and ELT 27-21 cores from the same region, with calculated rates of 0.70
cm/kyr and 0.61 cm/kyr respectively for the same timespan (Ohneiser et al., 2019; Jovane
et al., 2008).
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Figure 5.14: First correlation and age model of RS15-GC107’s magnetostratigraphy with the Geomagnetic Polarity Timescale (Cohen and Gibbard, 2016).
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Second Age model

The second model (Fig. 5.15) divides RS15-GC107 into eight magnetozones, which were
correlated with the GPTS from Cohen and Gibbard (2016). Three normal polarity intervals
(C1n, C1r.1n, C2n), three reverse polarity intervals (C1r.1r, C1r.2r, C2r), and two small
potentially anomalous sections that were unable to be satisfactorily correlated with the
magnetic polarity timescale were encountered (U1 and U2). The first polarity reversal at
approx. 460 cm downcore represents the C1n-C1r.1r boundary (Brunhes and Matuyama),
with an age of 0.774 Ma. This is followed by the C1r.1n chron between 505 cm (0.990
Ma) and 531 cm (1.071 Ma). The reverse polarity interval continues until 730 cm, where
the polarity once again returns to normal at the C1r.2r to C2n boundary (1.780 Ma). The
reversal at 775 cm represents the base of the Olduvai subchron (C2n to C2r.1r) at 1.925 Ma,
and is the deepest dateable point in this interpretation.
There are a number of issues with this model. One of the primary issues is the substantial
change in calculated sedimentation rate after 0.774 Ma (0 cm to 460 cm) of approx. 0.60
cm/kyr to an average of 0.29 cm/kyr (Fig. 5.13). The sedimentation rate of 0.60 cm/kyr
is comparable to the sedimentation rates calculated for the same age range in Jovane et al.
(2008) (Eltanin (ELT) 27-21) and Ohneiser et al. (2019) (RS15-GC107) of 0.63 cm/kyr
and 0.62 cm/kyr respectively. The calculated sedimentation rates for the core below 460
cm also do not correlate with cores from the same locality, with sedimentation rates of
least double that of RS15-GC107. Both the ELT 27-21 and RS15-LC108 cores have much
higher calculated rates at 0.76 cm/kyr and 0.62 cm/kyr respectively, compared to 0.291
cm/kyr(Jovane et al., 2008; Ohneiser et al., 2019). This introduces further doubt as to the
accuracy of this model.
The Mid-Pleistocene Transition (MPT) may be the cause of this substantial change, as it’s
span from 0.7 Ma to 1.25 Ma is near-identical to the timespan over which the calculated
sedimentation rate has changed (Clark et al., 2006). There was a significant change in the
behaviour of glacial cycles after this transition and this change may be the cause of the
increase in calculated sedimentation rate from 0.774 Ma to present, with increased vigour of
glaciation causing increased erosion and therefore increased sedimentation. Concentration
dependant parameters such as κ, ARM, Mr, and Mrs (Figs. 5.2, 5.9) indicate a steady
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decrease in the concentration of magnetic minerals from the base of the core to the base
of the C1n chron at 0.774 Ma. If this is the case and the sedimentation rates do change
significantly calculated, we would expect to see an increase in the concentration of magnetic
minerals from this point, instead of a plateau between 0.774 Ma to present.
The short span of the C1r.1r chron and distance of over 15◦ from the calculated reversed
polarity GAD of 78◦ is also problematic. TDMS and FORC analyses of this magnetozone
indicate the mineralogy is consistent with the rest of the core, with no indications of a CRM
present. This introduces the possibility that this magnetozone is the result of IRD, which
would not be revealed in sampling of the sedimentary matrix and would have the ability to
overprint the DRM of the sediment.
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Figure 5.15: Second correlation and age model of RS15-GC107’s magnetostratigraphy with the
Geomagnetic Polarity Timescale (Cohen and Gibbard, 2016).
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5.2.2

Environmental Magnetism

The slight trend in both ARM and κ for a slight increase from the top of the core to the base
of the core is indicative of a decrease in the supply of magnetite to the site over time. As
both ARM and κ change at approximately the same rate, as indicated by the relative lack
of either a positive or negative change in the ratio of ARM/κ, this is potentially due to a
decrease in the overall sediment supply to the region. The lack of change in the ratio also
indicates that this is not caused by a decrease in the supply of fine grained magnetite alone,
as has occurred in RS15-GC101 and RS15-GC102.
ARM/κ indicates that only minor variation in SD magnetic grain concentration occurs
downcore, with variation remaining relatively close to the average.

RS15-GC107 ap-

pears to have a much greater concentration of smaller SD grains than RS15-GC101 and
RS15-GC102, and a roughly similar concentration to RS15-LC100. The contrast is to be
expected, as the onshelf sites are expected to have a much greater concentration of MD
grains due to their closer proximity to the sediment source. However, the magnetic grainsize
of RS15-GC107 is much smaller and more consistent for reasons relating to it’s offshore
depositional environment.
The apparent decrease in sediment supply indicated by a decreasing trend in Mrs and Mr
from the base of the core to approximately 450 cm may be a result of the Mid-Pleistocene
Transition (MPT). The MPT involved a significant change in the behaviour of glacial cycles,
potentially resulting in decreased quantities of sediment being transported offshore. Prior
to the transition, the dominant regime was one involving a short 41 kyr glacial cycle with
thin, low amplitude ice sheets. During the MPT this transitioned to a 100 kyr glacial cycle
with much thicker ice sheets, with each cycle ending with a fast change from glacial to
interglacial climates at the end of each cycle (Clark et al., 2006).
ARM/SIRM ratios for RS15-GC107 indicate that relative magnetite grainsize remains
relatively steady, with minor variations. The only exception to this is the substantial spike
at 670 cm that is highly likely to be anomalous, as it is the largest ratio recorded across all
of the four cores and is caused by an Mrs measurement of close to 0 Am2 /kg (Fig. 5.9).
There is very minor coupling behaviour displayed between the ARM/κ and ARM/SIRM
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measurements, which is expected as changes in the concentration of smaller magnetic grains
affects the average magnetic grainsize of the sample. FORC results also correlate with this,
with none of the samples analysed displaying the characteristic large bulge in Hu along their
lower shoulders that is indicative of the presence of MD grains. This behaviour can be seen
in a number of the FORC results for RS15-LC100 and RS15-GC101 (Figs. 3.7 (c), (f), (h);
4.5 (e), (f), (k)). This indicates that the source of the sediment and the size of the sediment
supplied has remained relatively consistent through changes in the quantity of sediment
being deposited at the site.
The Day plot produced for RS15-GC107 indicates an almost exclusively Pseudo Single Domain (PSD) grainsize, with only one sample being outside this. It also doesn’t
indicate any significant change in grainsize downcore, with position of samples from
further downcore staying roughly within the same spread as samples from the middle and
upper portions of the core. This is comparable with ARM/SIRM ratios which indicate
a grainsize within the expected SD/PSD bounds. It is important to note that Day plots
may be significantly more likely to underestimate the presence of SD grains within a
sample and overestimate the presence of PSD grains (Roberts et al., 2018a). This is especially likely if there is substantial mixing of grainsizes and mineralogies within the sample.
Gravel counts from a core can be used as a marker for IRD events, as the only likely source
for gravel-sized sediment (Fig. 5.3) on the abyssal plain where the core site is located is
IRD (Grobe, 1987). The gravel beds shown at the 550 cm mark in Fig. 5.12 correspond with
an increase in MAD3 from 12◦ to 27◦ , however this occurs immediately after a core break.
This means that it cannot be distinguished as to whether the change is due to the gravel beds,
or due to the edge effect and any disturbance from the sampling process present at the end of
the core section. The relatively smaller change from a low gravel count of 5-10 from around
600 cm to 15-20 at 620 cm is also associated with a sharp shallowing of ChRM inclination.

5.2.3

Stability of Magnetisation

Magnetic inclination in RS15-GC107 was, for the most part, associated with either a normal
or reverse polarity, with only a small portion of the core having an undeterminable polarity
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(U1, U2, and U3). Some deviation from the calculated GAD inclination is expected either
because of influences of the non-dipolar field during a geomagnetic reversal resulting in
a poor DRM, as well as the presence of drop stones that can overprint the ChRM of the
sediment (Wilson et al., 2012).
The first large positive change in inclination at 220 cm (U1), a shallowing to 23◦ , is directly
matched by a corresponding increase in MAD3. This could be indicative of a short-lived
excursion, as a weakening of the Earth’s magnetic field represented by the rise in MAD3.
However, the ChRM inclination is too shallow compared to the calculated GAD of the sample site to be confidently claimed to be an excursion. It is likely the result of an unobserved
dropstone or another form of noise. A dropstone would not be sampled during any of the
VSM or TDMS measurements, so a change in mineralogy would not appear in the data
if that were the case. The demagnetisation behaviour across U1 is Category A1, meaning
there is no secondary component or other behaviour that may explain the shallow inclination.
U2, however, is significantly more likely to be an excursion. The inclination recorded at it’s
peak is 78◦ at 297 cm, which is identical to the GAD calculated for the sample site. There
is a slight apparent change in mineralogy at 230 cm, represented by a small increase in Hcr
at between 270 cm and 295 cm. Ms also displays a small increase, indicating a change in
mineral concentration at this point in the core. In addition, the demagnetisation behaviour
changes from category A at 255 cm immediately before the rise present on the ‘shoulder’
of U2 at 268 cm, to category B, B1, B2, and C behaviour progressively through U2, with C
behaviour being displayed at the peak at 297 cm. The lack of complete demagnetisation at
the peak is potentially due to the presence of a dropstone that is unable to be demagnetised,
or due to an influx of a magnetically harder mineral such as hematite. However, the FORC
analysis of the category C behaviour at the peak does not appear to show a change in
magnetic mineralogy, indicating that a drop stone, not a change in the Earth’s magnetic
field, may be responsible for the apparent excursion. This is due to the fact that dropstones
are not be sampled as part of a VSM measurement, as they are too large to be placed within
the sample capsule.
An initial section of the core (0 - 2.45 m) had a much lower variation in MAD3 when
compared to the remaining sections of core. However, in RS15-GC101 and RS15-GC102
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the cause of the low noise is ice margin retreat from the core sites. Due to RS15-GC107’s
substantial distance from the maximum extent of the Ross Ice Shelf, it is impossible for this
to be the cause. A decrease in IRD transport due to stabilisation of the ice shelf post retreat
after the LGM is a potential cause.
The TDMS results from RS15-GC107 indicate magnetite is the dominant mineral within
the sediment. The sharp drop in magnetic susceptibility initiating and then plateauing
within 20◦ C of 585◦ C across all 5 samples indicates minimal geochemical alteration and
provides evidence that greigite (a product of chemical alteration) is not present (Dunlop
and Ozdemir, 1997; Fabian et al., 2013). The reversible nature of the heating and cooling
curves also discount the likelihood of a greigite-derived CRM being present, as the thermal
decomposition of greigite and resulting effect on magnetic susceptibility during the heating
phase results in a non-reversible cooling phase, i.e. the heating and cooling phases are not
shaped the same.
Rock magnetic data also indicate detrital magnetite is dominant, therefore it is likely that
polarity intervals identified in RS15-GC107 represent geomagnetic field polarity changes.
As shown in Fig. 5.8, the FORC results from RS15-GC107 bear a resemblance to the
SD magnetite sample from Roberts et al. (2014). This clearly shows that the dominant
downcore magnetic mineral within RS15-GC107 is predominantly SD and PSD magnetite.
When these data are compared with the TDMS results, the possibility of hematite, greigite,
or other common magnetic minerals being present in a meaningful enough amount to affect
the ChRM can be disqualified. Samples (d) and (e) from figure 5.8 are from within the
reversed polarity interval found between 5.31 m and 7.34 m, and show little or no variation
when compared with samples from intervals with normal polarities.
A large quantity (of up to 40 pieces of gravel per 10 cm span) of IRD is present within
the core, with several bands containing a much higher concentration than the surrounding
sediment (as seen in Figs. 5.11, 5.12). However, the dropstones shown in Fig. 5.12
were not necessarily sampled in the u-channel, and the radiograph may not accurately
represent the IRD present in the u-channel. Influxes of IRD into RS15-GC107 are likely
the cause of greater noise levels (MAD3 values greater than >15◦ across certain sections
of the u-channel) than would be expected for such a uniform sequence of sediment that
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have been encountered as part of the magnetic field analyses. These dropstones are also a
potential cause of the multiple magnetic component behaviour that is encountered, as well
as behavioural categories that do not demagnetise completely or terminate at the origin
(Categories C, D, D1 E, and F; Figs 5.4, 5.5). Magnetic overprinting in this fashion is
also not detected during VSM and TDMS analyses, as only the sedimentary matrix is
sampled. This results in a region with a suspected overprint potentially showing no change
in magnetic mineralogy with the exception of changes in κ and ARM measurements of the
entire u-channel. U3 is an example of this behaviour, with a significant increase in κ and
a drop in ARM over the exact interval that a steep change in ChRM inclination occurs.
However, the ChRM signal over the majority of the core is still able to be recovered despite
this with a high degree of confidence in the data.

5.2.4

Unusual Artefacts in Magnetic Data

There are several cyclic spikes in NRM intensity that appear to occur every 1.5 m (Fig. 5.2.
It likely results from handling, as each one is roughly positioned in the centre of a core
section but does not appear to be related to a natural cycle or correlate with any other data
from the core. It is unknown why the initial two sections were unaffected.

5.3

Conclusion

• RS15-GC107 was able to have geomagnetic reversals identified within the ChRM.
These reversals are visible in Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.14.
– Two age models were created from correlations between the magnetozones and
the GPTS, with both age models indicating this core contains a record of the
Brunhes-Matuyama reversal, with the N1 magnetozone in both age models representing the entirety of the C1n chron.
∗ Comparisons of reversal depths and calculated sedimentation rates with
cores from the same region (Jovane et al., 2008; Ohneiser et al., 2019) indicate that the first age model (Fig. 5.14) is more likely to be correct.
– The oldest age from the first model correlates with the Jaramillo subchron with
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an age of 1.071 Ma at 780 cm depth, while the oldest age from the second model
correlates with the Oldovai subchron (C2n) with an age of 1.925 Ma at the same
depth
– In order to improve confidence in the age model further biostratigraphic dating is
highly recommended, as at this point in time both age models are equally valid
• Changes in demagnetisation behavioural category did not appear to have a regular
pattern, apart from changes at the boundaries of polarity changes and at core section
breaks. The cause of these changes in behaviour is unknown, with the magnetic mineralogy within RS15-GC107 displaying relatively minor variation along the length of
the core.
• TDMS and FORC analyses of the sediment indicates that magnetite is the dominant
magnetic mineral. TDMS and FORC also indicate that greigite is absent, and therefore
discount the presence of a potential CRM within the core. Little variation in magnetic
grainsize is indicated by the ARM, magnetic susceptibility, IRM, and Hysteresis results as seen in Figs. 5.2, 5.9.
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Figure 5.11: Combined radiograph images for RS15-GC107. IRD is visible as dark spots throughout
the entire core.
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Figure 5.12: Gravel count for RS15-GC107, showing concentrations of IRD downcore as well as
bioturbation. Figure from Albot (2016), Fig. 5.16, p77.
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Figure 5.16: Day Plot of RS15-LC100, RS15-GC101, RS15-GC102, and RS15-GC107. Singledomain (SD), pseudo–single-domain (PSD), and multidomain (MD) parameters are from Day et al.
(1977).
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
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6.1

Findings

This Master’s thesis project attempted to produce an age model, magnetostratigraphy, and
environmental magnetic records, of four sedimentary cores from the Ross Sea region. The
main findings of this project are presented here.

6.1.1

Magnetostratigraphies

The results for RS15-LC100, RS15-GC101, and RS15-GC102 were disappointing, with
incoherent ChRM inclinations over large sections of the cores that did not align with either
the normal or reverse polarity GADs that were calculated for each sample site. RS15-LC100
had particularly disappointing results, with no coherent ChRM being discernible at any
point within the core (Fig. 3.3). Because of the poor demagnetisation behaviour secular
variations of the geomagnetic field were not able to be used to provide even basic age
control. As a result of this, paleomagnetic data do not provide age models in these cores. It
is highly likely that sediment in these cores was deposited mostly during the Holocene since
the LGM. RS15-LC100 in particular contains a clear sedimentary record of depositional
environment changes that have occurred during the deglaciation phase.
RS15-GC107, on the other hand, was able to provide interpretable ChRM inclination data
from which a magnetostratigraphy was produced.

This magnetostratigraphy was then

correlated with the GPTS, and because biostratigraphic constraints are not available, two
potential age models are suggested (Figs. 5.15, 5.15). The Brunhes-Matuyama reversal
is present in both models, with an age of 0.774 Ma occurring at 530 cm in the first age
model and slightly shallower at 460 cm in the second model. The age models diverge
substantially beyond this point, with the last reversal present within the core at 7.85 m being
correlated with the base of the Jaramillo subchron (C1r.1n) at 1.071 mya in the first model
(Fig. 5.14) and with the Oldovai subchron (C2n) at 1.925 mya in the second (Fig. 5.15).
RS15-GC107 appears to be stratigraphically intact with no significant change in sediment
grainsize across the depth of the core, further increasing confidence in the accuracy of the
age model presented.
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6.1.2

Magnetic Mineralogy

Despite the large amount of variation in core locations and lengths of the cores, each of the
cores studied in this thesis had a relatively consistent magnetic mineralogy as determined
by FORC and TDMS analyses. Magnetite was the dominant mineral encountered across
all sites, however the magnetic grainsize varied significantly between the cores, as well as
within some of the cores themselves. RS15-GC107 displayed the least variation in both magnetic grainsize and concentration with only a slight decrease in the concentration of magnetic
minerals over time, likely owing to its offshore depositional environment. RS15-GC101 displayed the greatest variation in magnetic grainsize, with a substantial MD grain component
present in the latter half of the core. However, RS15-LC100 had a much greater variation in
sediment size with up to granule sized grains present. Both RS15-GC101 and RS15-GC102
experienced a substantial decrease in the concentration of fine grained magnetite downcore,
which was also strongly correlated with a decrease in the quality of the demagnetisation data.
IRD are present in all four cores, at varying concentrations.

Only RS15-GC107 had

IRD quantitatively determined, by Albot (2016). At this stage the IRD quantities within
RS15-LC100, RS15-GC101, and RS15-GC102 are only subjective and based on observations of the u-channel, as opposed to a radiograph and gravel count as used for RS15-GC017.

6.1.3

Sampling Sites

The selection of a suitable sampling site is extremely important for the production of
a consistent, interpretable and complete magnetostratigraphy. Coring sites with highly
variable depositional environments or that have been subject to glacial erosion through
glacial-deglacial cycles, such as that for RS15-LC100 immediately next to the Drygalski
Ice Tongue, and RS15-GC101 and RS15-GC102 in their position proximal to the Ross
Ice Shelf, are highly likely to be unsuitable for paleomagnetic field studies.

This is

clearly demonstrated by the significant portions of these three cores that had no identifiable ChRM, as well as by the significant variations in lithology encountered in RS15-LC100.
RS15-GC107, however, is in a depositional environment that receives relatively low
sediment volumes with no large scale erosion or change in sediment supply or grainsize.
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The slow sedimentation rate results in a core that spans a much greater time period when
compared to cores of a similar length with much faster rates of deposition such as RS15LC100. The lower likelihood of erosion results in a much lower chance of unconformities
obscuring parts of the chronology of the core. As a result, a magnetostratigraphy and
chronology were able to be successfully produced from this core, but not from the other
three. It is recommended that sample sites or core samples to be used for paleomagnetic
studies be chosen from areas with consistent sedimentation rates, such as deep offshore
environments. This is not to say that paleomagnetic chronologies cannot be produced from
shallower on-shelf environments, but that the difficulty is much greater due to the influences
of erosion and IRD on the sample site that are not as pronounced on deeper, off-shelf sites.

6.1.4

Core Handling

Two cores displayed evidence of potential remagnetisation as a result of coring, core
handling, or sampling.

RS15-LC100 displayed evidence of magnetic overprinting in

u-channel section 3 (Fig. 3.3) where the magnetic inclination was substantially shallower
than that of the adjoining sections. NRM in RS15-GC107 was also been affected by core
handling, with cyclic spikes in NRM intensity that appear to occur every 1.5 m with no
corresponding change in any other of the measured parameters. This study demonstrates
that sedimentary succession are extremely prone to magnetic disturbance and overprinting,
which can make it difficult or impossible to conduct geomagnetic field reconstructions and
build paleomagnetic age models.

6.2

Future Work

It is strongly recommended that any future dating work on these cores involve the production of diatom biostratigraphies. This is particularly important for RS15-GC107, as the
abundance of diatoms down the entire core combined with the magnetostratigraphy from
this thesis should enable the production of an unambiguous age model.
Radiocarbon dating is recommended for the production of age models for RS15-LC100,
RS15-GC101 and RS15-GC102 because secular variation curves could not be generated.
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Sedimentation rates on the continental shelf where RS15-LC100, RS15-GC101 and RS15GC102 are located are high due to their proximity to terrestrial sediment sources, which will
likely result in a shorter timespan being present in these three recovered cores. This study
showed that sediments had strongly magnetised dropstones and unstable magnetisations,
which makes them unsuitable for reconstruction of paleosecular variation. In addition to the
higher rate of deposition, RS15-GC101 and RS15-GC102 are also significantly shorter than
the other two cores, with sediments that are likely even younger than RS15-LC100.
If radiocarbon chronologies can be constructed for RS15-LC100, RS15-GC101, and
RS15-GC102 these cores will likely provide new dates for the timing of ice shelf retreat.
There are sedimentological indicators of an ice sheet retreat within the cores, and if these
events are able to be dated the location of the calving and grounding lines will be able to be
further constrained.
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